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The Hell conspiracy – The murder of the innocents in Kristiansand.
By Thomas Eidsaa. 29.10.2018
Dedicated to those trapped under Satan. Not dedicated to atheists, or people who
have never heard of Hell before. They should youtube something like: Hell near
death experience. This is not for children! This is dedicated to mature
Christians, and those who are trapped in the Kristiansand Illuminati. I am
dedicated to root out the heresy in the Kristiansand Churches, show that
Satanism is dead. There is no reason why not to attack the Illuminati.
Foreword.
If you have not read my book the God Reality – read it first.
Hell is a topic that deserves more attention. Most Christians today tries to avoid
doomsday preachers, or ¨brimstone sermons¨ as they are called. Why? It is
concerning the age old question: What happens after we die? Is there a soul? Is
there life after death? These are the most ancient, and important questions a
person can ask oneself. The Egyptians once focused more on the afterlife than
this terrestrial one. But we live in an age of ignorance, quick rewards, and rush
through life without thinking it through. Are we living in an illusionary world?
Who built it, and how much power do they have? They are: The Illuminati.
It is time Christianity realized they are built on quicksand. It is time they moved
their religion OUT of the square Churches, and into fields of society like
science, medicine, philosophy and business. While Satan has built a worldempire of communistic technocracy. Christianity doesn`t even have it`s
alternative schools of science. Satan has monopolized all there is, and is driving
this world to extinction.
It is time we rise as a Church, and reveal the only conspiracy that ever mattered.
The Hell conspiracy. The giant behind every other conspiracy. Where your soul
is an ID number in a soul-tax farm – owned by the Rothschild conglomerate. A
world where the only matter of importance is decaying the souls of man.
In this book; we will go head on against the hydra. We will discover the
philosophy behind darkness. We will discover the reality of the Illuminati; the
agents of Hell on Earth. We will discover how Satanism is dead. Without them;
there would have been paradise on Earth. The Illuminati buy all Earth through
bribery of sex, money and power. Thus is continues to exist. We will discover it
has destroyed all beauty there is to ruin. You will see how you are either a slave
to ignorance, Rothschild, or a man of freedom and intellect.
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We will discover the Hell Conspiracy of how poisonous serpents infiltrated
Kristiansand`s Churches, and smeared them with feces. We will end with a short
lecture on how to defeat them; spiritual warfare, and how protestants must
protest. Or else: They are not protestants.
Hell is the oldest conspiracy behind all others. Until humanity reach mass
awareness of it`s reality; we are still slaves to the invisible masters of the world.
Until then; we are not the dominating species of our planet. Will you fight Hell?
As of now; the severity of the situation is so dire that one could wish for
humanity to exterminate themselves. How can God tolerate so many billions
going to eternal punishment? Yes. I said eternal. And that is why HELL is the
most important topic of religion, science and philosophy. The state cares for you
while you`re alive. But what after you`re dead? Science must discover: HELL!
The world must discover: HELL? To reach mass awareness, and get to the
bottom of our reality. As of now; we are not the dominant species. We are a
battery in the matrix. We have no headquarters. No resistance. The Church is
sleeping. And science has stolen ¨the monopoly on truth.¨ Yet still: People knew
more about the nature of our reality 1000 years ago. The flat-earth
multidimensional reality. We don`t even know our own world and reality.
Do you understand how serious this is? We are in a battlefield. Between Heaven
and Hell. And YOU are the prize!
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Introduction: Waking up the Christians!
Is there a Hell? All pagan European, and Abrahamic religions have believed in
the existence of Hell. It has many names. Hel, Hell, Hades, Sheol, Gehenna,
Jahannam, Duat etc. The historical Hell is worth a book on it`s own, as is it`s
layout. This will not be ¨a guide to Hell¨. Or ¨everything you need to know
about Hell.¨ For that: Study the Daath of the Kabbalah, or Dante`s Inferno.
This is the Hell conspiracy, and it is the oldest conspiracy of all; where Earth is
a battleground, and the prize is human souls.
All of Europe believed in Hell until the birth of the intellectual movement.
While Islam still strictly believe in Hell; some Christian, and also Jewish
movements have rejected the Tanakh. Particularly Jehovah`s Witnesses.
This is human degeneracy. We live in the 21st century, and it should be obvious
there is a multidimensional universe. But no. The freemasons invented
something called ¨science¨, and ¨atheism¨ which is truly built on lies, as we
discovered in my book ¨The God Reality.¨
In my previous works, we have discovered the truth of man`s origins, and our
fall into sin in Eden. We have discovered the plan of salvation through Jesus
written in the Mazzaroth, the Great Pyramid, and the Old Testament. We have
discovered how Jesus fulfills both the role as a Jewish, and pagan messiah. We
have discovered how Jesus did this, and what the ritual on the cross symbolized.
The Holy Ghost mercy covenant. We have discovered how we are a new
creation through this covenant. We have discovered the law of love and light:
The common morale for peace on Earth.
We will now discover that Satanism is both spiritually, philosophically, and
physically dead. Yet even though satanism is dead, the black-brotherhood still
rules Earth through mega-corporations, war, fear and terror. To hinder the
evolution of mankind.
Rule by Satanism is an idiocracy. The renaissance halted. Enlightenment
philosophy, and development of humanistic philosophies halted. The third reich
was stopped. Transhumanism halted. The world population exploded. But racist
kings rule countries. Still: National-romance is gone. The jewish megacorps
have monopoly on music, media, science and education. Discoveries in medical
sciences, free energy, etc are bought in by the bunker elite. Yet in spite of
science, humanism, philosophies, and information available on the internet: We
still have lies, religious wars, and political wars. The world is global, yet make
no advancement towards a universal ethic code or equlibrium. We conclude that
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evolution has halted. Natural selection of survival of the fittest ended in nazi
germany, and families with low iq (often immigrants) produce significantly
more offspring. Revolutions have ceased to exist. Nobody questions, and do
only what career politicians tell; obeying the political norm. We are the last
resistance on Earth. This is idiocracy. Not in the future. It is here now. It is said
that people won`t protest unless starving, faced with religious persecution or
war. Nobody protests but the muslim immigrants whose crime-statistics is high
enough to call it a ¨barbaric sacking of Europe¨, or war for that matter. Nobody
seems to feel responsibility, or care for the future world, thinking only on
themselves. The renaissance is dead, and personal spiritual, philosophical, and
enlightenment advance is dead. Replaced by entertainment.
With the family gone, with race gone, and the Christian religion being a
personal thing; the instinctual fight for survival that promotes evolution is gone
in Europe, and the west. We have become ID tax-soul-farm slaves like animals.
All are programmed by news, and the political norm. Owned by the mediamoguls. (Who protects the financial empire.) The post-modern culture divides
every individual into thousands of sub-cultures where uniqueness is God. There
is no common will of the people, or sake to fight for. Instead of evolving
intelligence, uniting globally, and achieving something as a species, we take no
responsibility, watch soap-operas on TV, sell video-games to our children, buy
unhealthy food, focus on work, and spend most of our time on our phones.
Constantly preoccupied, and programmed as to never realize we are breathing
poisoned air inside a prison. And the worst of it all is that Christianity has made
no significant scientific, theologic, apologetic, or reformative advance in about
100 years. There has been no personal, or corporate initiative for the
advancement of Christian science, or apologetics by any part in history to
counter Satans idiocrasy scheme.
The Christians have been sleeping through superimposed faith in Jesus;
believing they cannot act without his guidance, or on their own. They say Jesus
will come back, and that Christianity has already won; never realizing they are
afraid, and imprison themselves in the confinement of religious lie to feel safe,
which the Vatican has used for 1500 years. While Satan built a monopoly
empire on science, philosophy, history, media, internet, knowledge, education,
money, government, military, and even religious institutions (like the Vatican) ;
Christians have not advanced, not fulfilled their mission, not taken Israel, and
have done nothing of the abovementioned.
And they don`t care about it. They have not even understood the real meaning of
the cross, scripture, Heaven, or advanced in any field of education. Nor have
they advanced religiously, or spiritually against (The Satanic Church) aside from
Martin Luther who is the only historical figure to fight the real Satan. Nor have
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the evangelical, neo-charismatic, Pentecostal, liberal, or protestant Christians
made any advancements towards standing united as One Church, as a globe, and
has never addressed any current, or future attacks against the true believers. The
protestants don`t protest.
There has never in history been any countermeasure aside from Martin Luther.
There is neither a white, nor christian nation-governance on Earth. Every
government on Earth is bought by the Illuminati. There is no free nation in the
world anymore. No nation where true science, true curriculums, true history, and
true metaphysics is taught. We could have antigravity cars, or water-fueled cars!
We could solve every medical condition. But for that; we need a state. The
world`s first free nation.
Today`s youth have become slaves of fashion, beauty, and fight themselves to
become better. Former generations fought the system, and were unitarian. There
are many examples of how past generations fought for equal rights between
sexes, oppression, war etc. Today`s society is net-based, fast-paced, and rarely
involves deep friendships, or fighting cause. The only rebellion the west see are
with the Muslims. Because they want to conquer us. There is rarely any parades,
or protests by any native European groups. Nor is there any love on the street.
The entire west has become a cold, individualistic, pride, and money-based
society. Of Nietzsche. Have the NWO already won? The next battle will be
either against Islam, or police state control of weapons, and the internet.
Every generation has had their fights… The eighteen-hundreds, the thirties,
fifties, sixties, etc up until the seventies. But we have become to ignorantly
happy, and self centered. There is no ¨common enemy.¨ The only parades we
have are gay-pride parades.
But if you don`t move forward, and evolve, then you`re dead. Dead fish follow
the stream. History shows that revolution never happened unless the people were
at war or were starving.
What will we do when sharia Islamists become dominant in western politics and
tightens the rope on the human rights of a native minority. The battle
surrounding gay-rights, women`s rights, and freedom of speech will be intense
against Islam unless we prepare. You were forewarned. We`ll see if there is guts
left in the population, or if they only submit to career politicians payed for by
the black brotherhood – that favor Islam. For the entire western media, and elite
capitulated to Islam overnight. I prophecy the need for the first reformation of
Islamic law through a close study of Islamic history, and the Quran`s actual
words. There is theological, and historical basis for such a reformation, and it
must happen for the native westerners to still feel free. I am almost tempted to
become a muslim, and do it myself – for the greater good - as I have muslim
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friends who want the same thing. I fear for my people. Islam doesn`t belong
here. If so; it must reform; like Christianity did. But the Al-Azar university
makes sure Islam stays the same forever.
I fear for the Vikings. They lost their tribal, and religious identity 1000 years
ago. Will they now die out without a single fight??? Will all the world succumb
to the worldwide rule of Babylon`s Hell???
Chapter 1: Philosophy, and the Lucifer effect.
How did Hell get so powerful? What drives good men to darkness? Why is this
world so evil? What is the path that leads others to follow darkness blindly?
That is sex, money, and power bribery of course. Hell has organized themselves,
and launch an everlasting attack on humanity and Christianity. But how did it
all start? It started with Lucifer, which you`ve all probably heard of before. The
fallen watchers in the Book of Enoch. I will leave out the nature of Lucifer, as I
have covered it in my book ¨Jesus, and the ritual of the cross explained¨. I will
leave out the hidden history; but we will discover Lucifer`s psychological effect.
The Lucifer effect. Discovering how good men fall from grace to serve the
darkness. This is of importance to the next topic which will be about the
Illuminati, who construct a morale of individualism based on the Lucifer
principle. This must of course be replaced by the Christian morale where the
strength of an arm is the length to which it can serve the weak. As Jesus is the
opposite of Nietzsche`s superhuman ideology of atheism and individualism.
Christian morale of western humanism. My ideologies of Source, love, and
Light which will shatter the idea of survival of the fittest.

Scientific, and philosophical thoughts on darkness
According to the scientific religion, and the ¨big bang¨ - first there was darkness!
But I say; first there was the source-field! For in metaphysics of the universe
today; darkness is nothing but absence of light, and there also is no ¨darkness
particle.¨ Light does however not come into view unless there is matter for it to
be seen. Interesting. The vast vaccum of space is darkness and light, but you
only see darkness. Also; if the universe-theory was correct; all would be white in
the sky, as stars permeate the universe. Dark unseen matter, according to the
quantum string-theory of multidimensional universe, constitute 91% of our
universe. Does darkness hold us together? Let`s rename it white matter. These
scientists do however operate with 10-11 realms, which is interesting as the
Hermetic legacy of the norse tree of life, the Kabbalah, and the Catholic seven
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Heavens has known this for centuries, although it cannot be compared.
Muhammad also says there are seven Heavens. Other scientists claim that a
black hole draws energy into itself, and spits it out through a wormhole creating
a sun (or suns) elsewhere. Connecting darkness and light.
There is more to this universe than we can see.
In darkness we contemplate, and rest in the night. Night gives us dreams when
our brains process the vast information given through the day. Can it be said that
darkness works with light like with yin-yang in Taoism and zen-buddhism?
Let`s find out. The wagner-wave effect discovered on
www.darkmatterwaves.com , shows our minds are more in tuned to the
spiritual, and intellectual activities during night.
Scientists robbed mice from dreams, but gave them sufficient sleep. What they
saw was stunning. The mice were useless! It is concluded by esoteric scientists
that our DNA-memory, our subconscious, AND the ¨soul of our species¨ is
downloaded through dreams (through the source-field).
Dreams teach animals what they need to know regarding how to hunt!
Psychoanalysis, psychology, and dreaming with the source-field - teaching
children how to control your dreams (Lucid dreaming) , and ascend higher
dimensions through preparations before sleep should be a part of every school of
the spiritual. We philosophically conclude darkness, and pain gives us wisdom.

Why? Religions, wisdom, and mystery was passed down in the light of the
campfire, or mantlepiece through countless generations, giving us what we
know of our ancestors today. The moon has been associated with wisdom from
pre-history until today. Saturn, the planet of Darkness, is also the creator-god in
almost all ancient antique religions. El, Allah, Anu, Saturn, Chronos etc. It is
said that since this is the dimension of decay/death – where life dies, unlike
higher dimensions, this Earth is astrologically ruled by Saturn – the Death-Star,
or ¨Lord of the Rings¨.
This is the darkness of light...
Is darkness ugly? Deep sea fishes like the angler fish once looked into the
mirror, and wondered if it was God`s creation at all, if not Satan`s creation.
Sacred geometry, phi, and the golden triangle is seen in all of the animal
kingdom. But where is sacred geometry in the monsters of the deep sea? We
conclude that darkness is ugly. Furthermore; the world of scientists, and
psychologists concede that the more positive thoughts, and emotions you have:
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The longer will you live, and the healthier, and more beautiful will you become.
Positive thinking, and happiness, f.i orgasm - releases endorphins that are good
for your body. It also supports healthy chakras and auras, which the Hindus have
known for millennia.
Darkness, depression, and lack of love can kill you. Science has proven that lack
of emotional contact, emotional outlet, physical contact, and even love can all
make you sick. Babies actually need love to survive. Jewish babies Hitler nursed
away from their mothers died seemingly supernaturally from lack of love even
when the physical conditions were met.
Darkness must be dispelled by light which is truth, sincerity and warmth.

The Lucifer effect, problem of evil, and meaning of life.

The Lucifer effect is a term in psychology determining how very good people
become evil.
In general, if Lucifer is ascended like Christ, then Lucifer =Love and light= life
= lust= laughter/bliss= love and light. Continuing. 6 l`s of Lucifer. This is the
circle of life. The opposite of the law is the circle of death which is ruled by
loneliness, and is Lucifer falling, creating the circle of death. The Egyptians
were the first to figure this out, and banned Set/Satan worship throughout it`s
history. Lucifer fallen is Set/Satan of the black sun, whereas Lucifer risen is his
brother Osiris or Horus of the day-sun. This is the earliest religious example of
the so-called Lucifer effect.
The circle of death is Lucifer falling, which I copy from what happened in my
personal life. Lucifer / fallen from Heaven = loneliness and shame anger
depression = hatred and revenge = helplessness = emptiness = sloth = poverty =
despair = success = envy = pride = greed = further revenge = unnatural lust, and
all evils in the world: Darkness and death. In my experience. Death is absence
from God. Sin is in it`s ultimate form: Decay – anything that is deleted from the
source-field (God) matrix. (All there is.) Anything that leads us away from the
circle of life is death. Satan is called the father of sin. Sin is exemplified in the
seven deadly sins ruled by loneliness. We conclude that the opposite to love and
life is death ruled by loneliness. If we eliminate loneliness, and the resulting
pains from the world, then we stop the Lucifer effect, as we discovered earlier.
Love and light can heal the world! And that is the mission of the high-tech
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civilized age of Aquarius. The mission of the trinity law of 1 God (source) 2
Holy Ghost (love) and Jesus (light) is ending world poverty, famine, starvation
and disease. And bringing unity conscience. For if we end all pain, then we end
all that leads to sin. That is the only way to fulfill the Biblical prophesies of a
world without sin. Let me explain the Lucifer effect in further detail.

As of today, the circle of loneliness (otherwise called the circle of hatred) is
fighting the circle of life, and rules the world. It is Lucifer fallen. It goes like
this:
The innocent child is born. The desire for peace, truth, love and justice. Then
everything goes wrong. You lose all that is dear to you, and you loose your life,
soul and source: Heaven. The inner heart, and longing of the child does not
change, but the way of obtaining these goals are distorted. Instead of obtaining
peace, truth, love and justice through love; an inverted philosophy of Hell
replaces heavenly logic. A logic ruled by vengeance, bitterness, hatred, pain,
greed and strife, after you lost your soul. An example would be how the Jews
seek peace through a mixture of demographics as revenge for WW2. That is the
perfect example of the circle of hatred: The inverted Orwellian logic where bad
is good, peace is an illusion obtained through war, and love only leads to hate.
The antagonist is born from a pure-hearted child loosing his faith in God and
humanity through ¨falling from Heaven¨. His previous dreams of peace, truth,
love and justice become distorted by his fall to Hell. That my friend, is the age
old problem of evil in the school of philosophy. The problem of evil is Lucifer
falling. Good becomes evil, and evil becomes good; through distorted
perspective. All becomes inverted. Through lack of love and acknowledgement.
Love becomes purely sexual, selfish, perverted and carnal (without a God). It is
as simple as that. The problem of evil can never be solved, yet can be controlled
by eliminating as much pain, and loneliness as possible. The problem of evil is
the effect of God`s persona as Holy. Thus there exists evil since God is judge.
God would not be Holy is not. Nor would there exist goodness. Philosophically
speaking.
But there is an even greater circle. The (sometimes called sacred) balance. The
circle of good vs evil. Yin yang. Karma. And from this primordial war of
brothers: The story of our universe unfolds. The Egyptian tale of Set vs Horus is
used in almost every movie-script. We see that morale is born through good men
observing the effects of the negative circle.
Can good or evil exist without each-other? That would be Heaven come to
Earth. In a world where the circle of life rules: Morale will still exist; even if
only a self-explanatory unwritten law on the heart of a child.
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Why? Let`s look at metaphysic philosophy, and be smart. I argue that darkness
is nothing in itself. There are no particles creating darkness contrary to photons
creating light. Darkness is simply nothing: Merely absence of light. We can
draw parallels to love philosophy: Hate is the result of imperfect love. There
would be no hate if not for love. But wait a second. That also means there would
be no darkness without the light? Exactly. Lucifer falling is a natural by-product
of God`s creation called darkness. How could God be Holy, good, and righteous
if there was no evil to judge??? I have much more to say on this fascinating
topic. And what is the meaning of life? The meaning of life is Cross? What
symbolizes the Cross? Two things. The meaning of life is: Ascension, and
altruistic recuperation: Payment of karmic debt, and ascending towards Heaven.
Healing the universe. Nurturing souls in the circle of loneliness, and eliminating
evil. Sacrificing yourself for others. Nurturing the garden Earth so it can be a
Haven once more. This meaning of life is exemplified in nature philosophy by
obersrving how seeds are taken by the wind as the flower/tree dies, and a new
life starts. God meant for nature to explain His ways. That is why Jesus was a
nature philosopher with all his parables on nature. Favoring this new meaning
of life; the strength of an arm is only measured in how much it can strengthen
the weak.
In this lecture we learnt that loneliness; Satan/Set; is the father of all sin through
falling from Heaven.
But there is a deeper, important truth before we finish off. This is the dimension
of Death. Organisms die here. Because this dimension has time; unlike the
Heavenlies, Heaven, or Hell where time is not linear. Matter, death and time are
intervowen composites of this dimension related to it`s ruler: Satan who fell,
and as a result: Creating this universe of yin and yang. Is thus God evil, and is
there no morale in Heaven? Absolutely not! Satan fought the enemies of
humanity, and was later trapped on Earth through falling in love with this realm.
He, and his angels chose to stay here to rule us as their slaves. Is evil the child of
goodness then? Yes. Both co-exist. But at the same time: Evil is still only a
choice. These polar opposites rule – awaiting Lucifer ascending. The pyramid
prophecy completed, and the capstone of Giza completed, as great Enoch
predicted. An age where the circle of loneliness no more rules, and Heavenly
enlightenment comes to Earth. An age of Christ, love, light, and not Nietzsche. I
am a child of that age? Will you be one too?
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Chapter 2: The Illuminati and Satanism.
Conspiracy Reality
The prequel to any revolution is exposure. Exposure of tyranny. The Illuminati
have infiltrated the Catholic, and Protestant Church! They are destroying our
Christian nations from within! All sectors of society have been infiltrated, and
they sell nothing but lies! A new society with a new educational system must
rise!
DISCLOSURE NOW!
But you might be saying: Well that`s just conspiracy theory. There is no
Illuminati, Jewish, or satanic conspiracy. Well I recommend you to use internet
while it`s still not censored and available. Do some google searches on:
Illuminati goals. Bill Schnoebelen. Brother Nathanael. Just to introduce you to
the reality of Satanism. I have all of Bill`s books, and they are an excellent
source of information, although highly controversial.
Read Per Aslak Ertresvåg`s books. Read Leo Zagami`s books. The Church is
deep, down satanic. My own biography confirms this. Read it as well.
The federal reserve system, and how USA is in 21 trillion dollar debt. It`s
laughable. Lincoln warned us. The Jews planned to crash the economy, and
introduce debt-based economy: an economy of lies. They managed to change the
laws in 1930, and in 1973; when the gold-standard vanished. The last 5 years
have seen America`s debt to the private-owned FED increase. Higher taxes, big
banker-bailouts, and all the corruption that follows. China artificially keeps their
currency low through a fixed economy system, so it is profitable for American
companies to hire labor abroad in China. Insider David Wilcock tells how all
America`s gold has secretly been shipped to China. The Jews are destroying
America, and like Johan Galtung predicted: USA will only last 10-20 more
years. Trump`s boosting the economy only postpones the inevitable fall of the
west. And when America falls, it will stay down a long time…
Google fema camps. Google Denver Airport. Google Georgie Guidestones.
Google agenda 21. Watch conspiracy theory with Jesse Ventura. They plan on
crashing America at a time of war, and economic crisis. Perhaps even a virus.
To deport, and kill huge parts of the population.
Oh, and regarding population. In only 10-15 years: There will be more nonwhites born in America. Europe is there already. Yet they still call us racists. But
native Europeans (like myself) are a persecuted minority without rights.
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Chemtrails and Haarp. Nikola tesla. The source field investigations. Scalar
technology. Nanobots. Etc. They plan to chip us, and control our minds through
scalar-field technology. I am already a test-subject victim to this CIA
experimentation which ties into CIA`s Mk-Ultra projects lik f.i project Monarch.
Google how Rockefeller, and Cardigan bought up the pharmaceutical
companies, and the pharmaceutical conspiracy. In total: They earn 2.6 trillion
dollars in America alone. Approx. 10% of USA total income. Google how THC,
and CBD kill cancer cells. Search up cancer cures on www.gaia.com Etc.
Research Wilhelm Reich, and Bion Biogenesis (evolution through the SourceField/Ether) for an understanding that evolution, and all Einstein`s physics are
wrong. Boom. Read the book: 200 proofs the Earth is flat by Eric Dubay.
Yes. You`ve been living inside an illusion.
Google Monsanto conspiracy. Google aspartame dangers etc.
Google David Rockefeller, the trilateral commission, council on foreign affairs,
and the Bilderberg group. These are think-tanks furthering the Illuminati
agenda: Undermining DEMOCRACY! Most royals, and prime ministers are
part of these satanic societies.
Google Alex Jones, and Bohemian Grove – a satanic-druidic temple in a
California redwood grove.
Google hydrogen water fuel cell cars like the Joe Cell.
And by now, through reading this book, you should have figured that
Rothschilds created all Hell on this planet the last two centuries. The French,
and Russian revolution was created by you-know who. And you should know
that they own all of Hollywood, all American media, and big media-companies
in Europe. Their tentacles are sometimes invisible, and have ties especially in
the freemasonic lodge.
I hope the internet stays free longer.
The Illuminati.
The Illuminati. The agents of Hell, who rule us as a soul-farm.
I position myself VERY critical to the banned Illuminati. Are they real?
Why have they been allowed to exist. Why is there such tolerance towards
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them? Why doesn`t the state inforce laws against them? They were after
all: Banned 200 years ago!
Their trademarks, logos, and secret transmissions are everywhere;
indoctrinating us from the shadows. We will discover that history shows
there really was an Illuminati, with 21 terrible, anti-human, Satanic goals,
and that they operate in the shadows today. In general: If there is any major
rumors, or a major idea; that idea will itself solidify into reality. So. Of
course there are people calling themselves Illuminati. They even have their
own website.
Can this be tolerated? Was the Illuminati not banned for a reason?
Today: The (satanic) Illuminati represent the global powerstructure called the
New World Order (NWO). It is a monopoly on media, science, education, arts,
culture, military, government – all owned by the Rothschild banking empire.
Follow the moneytrail. The Illuminati has taken over the world; with the goal of
controlling, and owning all there is; including your mind. The New World Order
is a present, and future term for their One World financial, economical, political,
judicial, and religious system. They achieve this through wars,
megacorporations, and unions like NATO, and the EU. Which is only the
beginning. These favor corporationalism, socialism and communism. The goal is
to create a communistic, satanic world empire where the mega-corporations are
owned by the state. Where the general population is a slave-class, and the elite
are shapeshifters ruling openly and satanic.
When I was young, and first saw politics, I thought it had to be either corruption
or idiocy. They HAD to be evil, but I was too naïve, and pure-hearted to involve
myself with it. It crushed my spirit. But when I later found out about the
Illuminati: I completely lost my hope in humanity. I have been targeted by them
all my life. I did research, but only from Christian sources. NEVER jump into
darkness to discover it`s truth. Expose darkness with the lense of Christ. Expose
darkness with light. For that is what the Illuminati is: The Darkness of evil that
will vanquish all life. It calls itself my the name Illuminati from latin lux which
means light. And people fall for it.
If you ever research it: Read the books by Leo Zagami, or Bill Schnoebelen so
you get an honest, Christian perspective. Let me first state a fact. There is no
¨aura of mystery¨ hanging over the false name of ¨Illuminati.¨ There is no golden
halo, or secret, appealing power in the name Illuminati. The fact that they have
resurfaced, and popularized themselves is due to the lack of morale in the
population. The Illuminati was BANNED, not to be tolerated, and if so; should
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be even MORE hated today, considering the scope of their crimes. But this is
not what we see. They seem to have an appeal on both the young, and old
generation.
The Norwegian Illuminati
The Illuminati I have encountered are Jehovah’s Witnesses. They claim to be
Jewish, and are a secret masonic sex-cult. Other Illuminati branches in
Kristiansand go back to the sailing-era with through brothers which there were
many of, starting about 200 years ago. The Illuminati in Kristiansand often see
themselves as a ¨pirate town¨, and worship Captain Sabertooth whom is the
front-figure of the theme-park/zoo ¨Kristiansand Dyrepark.¨ His Norwegian
name is Kaptein Sabeltan, or ¨Captain Satan Bel (Baal)¨. All sectors of society
in Kristiansand are Illuminati assets including hospital, and police which I have
greatly suffered from under the Mk-Ultra experiments. But how can a foreign
conspiracy of destabilization, crime, and mutual suffering be successful? It`s
destroying the west right? Exactly. But they use the oldest tools to keep their
assets, namely sex-bribery (pedophilia) and violence (secret human trafficking).
I was invited by the JW Illuminati, and also the freemasons myself, as early as
2009, when they found myself worthy, but I shunned away, as I have since I first
attended Church: Flooded by Illuminati. They then started the Mk-Ultra
experimentation. In Kristiansand; the police, and biker-gangs rule with terror
and threat against anyone who dares expose the Illuminati. Both of whom are
dictated by the Masonic Order. All this information comes from solid Illuminati
sources, and I personally know 12th (corresponds to 33rd degree) degree masons
high up in Kristiansand police. They sell lies about transhumanism, selftransformation, god-hood, and magick to recruit 100% of the populace, and
defame Christianity. They sell perversion, sex, pedophilia, etc to recruit 100% of
the Norwegian populace.
This I have confirmed from Malin, and Stina Svendsen. Two real Illuminati girls
in a branch of my own family; who revealed everything to me in 2012-2013. But
how can people be so corrupt to support an organization that destabilizes
Norwegian interests? Because they are too corrupt, and afraid to stand against
the terror police-state corporation Norway; owned by the King`s masonic army.
Owned in turn by the intelligence-agencies which in turn are ruled by the Ordo
Templi Orientis. So you might say the OTO rules Norway. It`s all a moronic
idiocrasy, and displays the weakness of the human nature. Their frailty for flesh,
blood, gore, sex, violence, rape, power etc. Kristiansand is one-big-hatecult
against Christianity, and me, Thomas Eidsaa. Who was the kind, polite, meek,
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heroic Christian all his life, albeit an unfortunate victim of a sinister plot of
madmen. If you bully someone, they either become strong, or they completely
loose their ego. I was targeted since I was in the cryb. Satan has been playing
with me. Tossing me like a doll. I won`t say that Kristiansand`s populace ain`t
victims too. They have to face their crimes, and see evil in the mirror each day.

The Illuminati`s origins.
Secret societies originating in the middle-eastern mystery schools where science,
and religion was united in the elitist priest class have survived in the Swedish,
Scottish, and York Rites of freemasonry: According to themselves. Although
conspiracy-theorists claim the 3 gears of French masonry were added to by the
18th century Illuminati, it is however certain that the influence of the
renaissance, newly-discovered ancient texts (like the book of Enoch) , the
disbanded Knights Templar, and Rosicrucianism played a pivotal role in the
formation of the higher royal gears; inspired by the noble courts of Europe
where ancient symbolism takes a great part. But what of the Illuminati? Jewish
Adam Weishaupt had a life-long passion for occultism (which means hidden) ,
and became of interest to the Vatican`s Jesuits, Jews, and royal court of
Switzerland. He was inspired to establish the Illuminati in 3rd of may in Bavaria
1776. Their goals were originally of a noble kind, and included enlightenment
leading to uniform ideas; leading to anarchy, and impeachment of royalty, and
state power, although one can question this as they were a secret society with
members from the high-cast of central Europe up to Denmark, but not Norway
or Sweden. Sweden has an ¨Illuminati¨ of their own, most notably the Seraphim
Order (Serephim/fiery serpent – an order of angels (ET`s in the Bible)) which
mostly compromise heads-of-states and monarchs. I learnt of their existence by
discreet invitation. They are the lion-head of Judah, and correspond with the
royal arch of most notably England. But back to topic. Weishaupt`s original
ideals were pushed aside, the Illuminati was seen as a threat, as they gained 5602500+ members of major influence in approximately 12 short years after which
they were outlawed, and thus officially disbanded, but they had already
infiltrated several European freemasonic lodges. They were criminalized
because of their antichristian ideology, and ambitions to overthrow monarchy,
and established order. Did this defeat change the facets of the Illuminati, and do
they remain unchanged to this day? Between 1797 and 1798, Augustin
Barruel's Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism and John
Robison's Proofs of a Conspiracypublicised the theory that the Illuminati had
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survived and represented an ongoing international conspiracy. This included the
claim that it was behind the French Revolution. Both books proved to be very
popular, spurring reprints and paraphrases by others.
I won`t go deep, but let`s examine. Illuminati is latin, and means ¨¨the
enlightened ones.¨ Whileas conspiracy-theorists claim their existence predated
the Bavarian Illuminati through bloodline Luciferianism primarily from the
Davidic bloodline (Priory of Zion), royal Phoenician-Roman descent, and
descent from Vlad the Impaler; and that the main precursor of the Illuminati
were the egytian priesthood of Amon Ra (Lucifer`s red brothehood) , and the
Sumerian priesthood of Enki, (Satan`s black brotherhood) , there is little proof.
Whereas it is impossible to trace them with proof, the Illuminati I have met do
however claim descent from the hanseatic league, and the pre-christian religion
of druidism. They proclaim a philosophy of transhumanism/superhumanism
(becoming more than man), and apotheosis (man becoming God) . This is
coupled with a Nietzscheistic philosophy that man is God; superior to other
humans through their knowledge, and belief in survival-of-the-fittest, although
they secretly do not support Darwin`s theory of evolution. Atheism is just a
guise. Other darker philosophies of the Black Brotherhood of the Illuminati,
which I have heard from their own mouths is primarily: Evil is good, order
through chaos, and divide-and-conquer. This contradicts Weishaupt`s ideals.
Their modern religious beliefs vary depending on what cult you ask. There are
hundreds of secret societies often polarizing each other in opinion, who claim
they are the Illuminati, and see themselves as brothers anyhow. Why? For they
believe in yin-yang, or what they call ¨the sacred balance.¨ The dark brotherhood
that I met do however not agree to this, and claim they (Satanism) is the only
real Illuminati. They thus exist as the moon-night-saturn-death cult of the El
Luminati, and the sun-jupiter creator cult of the Illuminati, often called ¨the
builders of matter.¨ The latter is judeo-Christian, middle-eastern, Egyptian, and
druidic in origin, and claim they are the protectors, and heirs to the Gizapyramid`s spiritual hierarchy and mysteries. God on Earth as to speak. They
claim the red, and black Illuminati`s existence goes back at least 70.000 years,
which is absolute rubbish from a historical basis. Common for both is however
their belief that we are the sons of the fallen angels, that Lucifer was the
lightbringer, and that ¨knowledge is power.¨ Author, and Illuminati expert Leo
Lyon Zagami writes extensively on how the Ordo Templi Orientis have tried to
monopolize control over the Illuminati, and also claim they are the real
Illuminati. Their influence in deep state affairs like intelligence-agencies, and
even popularity among the public is quite frightening, knowing the illegal,
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christian sun-cult of what I personally claim to be the real Illuminati is
statistically dying out, and it seems the western elite has capitulated to the
dominating black brotherhood of the jewish Rothschild who was in Weishaupt`s
Illuminati since the beginning. The Rothschilds are according to themselves the
main bloodline of Lucifer the lightbringer, as I have actually corresponded to
some of their family members through the internet. They believe Rothshchild is
the dragon, the others are the wolves (beasts) , and that the Abrahamic religions
is the whore working in an unholy triad. Other claimed factions of the Illuminati
include modern-think-tanks (especially surrounding newly diseased David
Rockefeller), the Knights of Malta (St.John`s hospitalers), the Jesuits, and the
mysterious druidic orders. I have talked to Tom, an english druid in Baath, and
also to English ex-Illuminati witches in Norway who claim descendance from
Egyptian royalty who immigrated to England approx. 3000 years ago. They too
claim they (the English nobility) are the real Illuminati; functioning as lineage
royalty higher up the pyramid of the Black Brotherhood, but I won`t exemplify
that subject of druidism. The Illuminati are religious practitioners of reenactments, and what they call magick. Depending of location; cults vary from
worship of Nordic gods, Hindu Gods, Greek Gods, Egyptian Gods, Canaanite
Gods and Babylonian/Sumerian Gods in rising order. The satanic trinity is
however common for all the Illuminati, and stem from the egyptian Isis
(Ashtaroth), Horus (Beelzebub and Lucifer) and Set (Satan, Ahriman and
Leviathan), corresponding to Canaanite names. Other common deities are
Lucifer Shiva, Allah/El, and the demon prince Azazel and Asmodeus. While the
red brotherhood worship Lucifer as sun-air Gods : Amon Ra, Shamash, Azazel,
Beelzebub, Horus, Mithras, and Enlil etc, the black brotherhood worship Lucifer
as death-earth-Gods like: Samael, Set, Enki, Geb etc. Their philosophies vary
from the circle of life vs the circle of hatred; Lucifer ascending, or Lucifer
descending. Let`s not emphasize on that. For druidism: Check out Jordan
Maxwell, but take his sayings with a pinch of salt. There is however substantial
similarities between the druidic Osiris archetype ¨Hu¨ with ancient Egypt, as
well as similarities between ancient moon-sabbath astrology judaism, and the
secret druidic religion of astrology-sacrifice, sacred days etc. This Nordic
Israelism is called ¨the serpent trail¨ by authors like Yair Davidyi, and present
linguistic, and substantial historical evidence that primarily the northern tribes
of Dan (the serpent tribe), or more commonly the ¨10 tribes of Ephraim¨
emigrated northwards throughout Europe into England and Scandinavia;
bringing their (Jewish-Egyptian) druidic religion with them, leaving behind
certain linguistic, and religious clues like f.i the name Dan-mark. The people of
the tribe of Dan. These refer to themselves as Danites, and are represented in
European nobility and among masons, and among Jews, and masons in America
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particularly. The current rulers of Earth is this ¨Jewish Tribe of Dan¨, according
to themselves. The serpent tribe whose colors have been red and white since
Israel: The colors of Denmark and USA: The land of the thirteenth tribe. This
philosophy rooted in Denmark`s elite approx. as early as around 1622,
coincidentally when my great german-noble family of mercenary warriors (The
notorious Fleischers) settled among Denmark, and primarily Norway: Holding
many of the highest national positions for over 300 years straight, and also being
perhaps the most prominent masonic family in Norwegian history, obviously
aside from the house of Saxe-Coburg: The Royals of England, the Netherlands,
Denmark, and also Norway. Our kings. The most notable conspiracy theorist on
the English Illuminati is the self-proclaimed messiah, author, and former
journalist David Icke who claims the reptilians (seraphim) still rule this planet as
the sons of Enki, descendants of Dracula (meaning Dragon), and heirs of King
David and more in his books. Queen Elizabeth recently proclaimed descendance
from Muhammad as well. We can see where this black-brotherhood trail ends,
and it is time for the sun-children, anarchists, and heirs of Weishaupts dream to
defend their sacred balance which is threatened. Weishaupts Illuminati dream
of peace, anarchy, and worldwide brotherhood of enlightenment is dead, and
rests with me. The pyramid structure of God is also dead; covertly overtaken
until Christians build Christ`s kingdom which the latter part of the book will
perfectly discuss. Remember: It was God`s Great Pyramid. The satanic,
pyramidal structure of today is some idiocy of an inverted pyramid, and it`s time
we Christians take back the seven pinnacles of society the Illuminati operate
with: Culture (arts/entertainment), education, business, family, government,
religion and media. Why is the pyramid-structure of secret occult societies
inverted? For the one on top laughs at those down below, and so does the ones
above him. Why do they laugh? Because as you advance, receiving the promised
enlightenment, you are sold darkness, not light. Once you reach the top, you
become a member of the black brotherhood, and discover the true purpose of the
pyramid. Protecting the afterlife of the few at top. It all started long ago with
Vlad Tepes, and the order of the Dragon. One person sells his soul to the devil,
and boy; Satanism is not physically dead anymore. There is this person who will
try to eternalize his seat in Hell by creating an eternal structure either through
family (f.i royalty), business, lodges and/or false religion. The entire pyramidal
system misleads you from start, and is exists only as a soul-farm for those on top
whose souls are sold. A person who has sold his soul to the devil is a societal
cancer, and will try to market Satanism through lodge-degree systems as
something true, just, philosophically valid, humane, and enlightening while it`s
not before you reach the top, and there is no way back you realize you have
been lied to all along, and that satanism is dead had it not been for the few on
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top whose lives are dedicated to lure other with them to Hell in fear of the
terrible afterlife. Satan never reveals his true nature until you`re damned. That`s
when you discover he hates humanity, is evil, and has no purpose for you in
Hell. But by then you`re already damned, so those on top dedicate themselves to
create world chaos, and exterminate humanity and Christianity.
And that`s why a revival exodus out of Babylon city-system is a MUST as
described in part 3 of this book. In general: We won`t stop the Lucifer effect, or
the war until we stop the pyramid - the system, through implementing a
governing system of our own: Either nationally or locally. Until then: There
world will always be in a state of chaos and war. It`s good vs evil. Jesus vs the
system. A system that will create growth for future chaos, war, famine, poverty,
and disease until the end of time: If it ain`t stopped. Stopped by a Christian
system of governance. The Kingdom of God. Which we must build.
A prediction of the future. The Illuminati`s goal.
I have a list of 25 Illuminati principles/goals that Illuminati founder Adam
Weishaupt set upafter the Rothschilds started financing the Illuminati
conspiracy. The following 25 goals apply to America and the rest of the world.
It is pretty much a step by step manual on how the Illuminati conspiracy works,
explaining all the long term plans they had back at the Illuminati's founding in
1776. So you see. This has been going on a long time, and we are in it`s final
stages now: As slaves to satanic shapeshifters from Hell.
1. All men are more easily inclined towards evil than good.
2. Preach Liberalism.
3. Use the idea of freedom to bring about class wars.
4. Any and all means should be used to reach the Illuminati Goals as they
are justified.
5. The right to lie in force.
6. The power of our resources must remain invisible until the very moment ithas
gained the strength that no cunning or force can undermine it.
7. Avocation of mob psychology to control the masses.
8. Use alcohol, drugs, corruption and all forms of vice to systematically
corruptthe youth of the nation.
9. Seize property by any means.
10. Use of slogans such as equity, liberty, fraternity delivered into the mouths
of the masses in psychological warfare.
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11. War should be directed so that the nations on both sides are placed further
indebt and peace conferences conducted so that neither combatant
obtainsterritory rights.
12. Members must use their wealth to have candidates chosen and placed
inpublic office who will be obedient to their demands and will be used as pawns
inthe game by those behind the scenes. Their advisors will have been reared
andtrained from childhood to rule the affairs of the world.
13. Control the press.
14. Agents will come forward after fermenting traumatic situations and appearto
be the saviors of the masses.
15. Create industrial depression and financial panic, unemployment,
hunger,shortage of food and use this to control the masses or mob and then use
the mobto wipe out all those who stand in the way.
16. Infiltrate into the secret Freemasons to use them for Illuminati purposes.
17. Expound the value of systematic deception, use high sounding slogans
andphrases and advocate lavish promises to the masses even though they cannot
bekept.
18. Detail plans for resolutions, discuss the art of street fighting which
isnecessary to bring the population into speedy subjection.
19. Use agents as advisors behind the scenes after wars and use secretdiplomacy
to gain control.
20. Establish huge monopolies that lean toward world government control.
21. Use high taxes and unfair competition to bring about economic ruin
by control of raw materials. Organize agitation among the workers and
subsidizetheir competitors.
22. Build up armaments with Police forces and Soldiers sufficient to protect
ourneeds.
23. Members and leaders of the one world government would be appointed
by the directors.
24. Infiltrate into all classes and levels of society and government for thepurpose
of fooling, bemusing and corrupting the youthful members of society
by teaching them theories and principles that we know to be false.
25. National and International laws should be used to destroy civilization
andenslave and control the people.
So you realize we`re talking about a mob of anti-human activists set out for
destruction! They are sadistic, apathic, sociopathic, narcissistic satanists!
Pedophiles! Gangsters! And they pervert anything good to serve their cause, f.i
Judaism, Christianity, sex, entertainment etc.
We are currently living under a global dictatorship that prevents us from being
happy, and conquering disease, cancer, starvation and poverty which all could
have been solved through etheric, alternative, TRUE science if the state actually
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CARED about us. Every illness, bacterial, fungal, virus, and cancer could have
been cured by Reichian, Royal Raymond Reiss, and Tesla technology.
Frequencies eliminate all pathogens. And every war was orchestrated to a very
great extent. Basic meltdown: Blame every death of the last 80 years on the
Illuminati. I`m not kidding. They`ve had ufo tech for hundreds of years, or at
least they told me. (Vatican Illuminati face-to-face.) With Christianity fading,
and the entire world disillusioned by the universe-theory, Einstein-physics,
theory of evolution, and the scientific RELIGION of atheism; the Illuminati are
leading us into the final stages of recruiting the general public since TRUTH,
and MORALE has vanished from society; the establishment of a New World
Order as first termed by president George H.W Bush in 1991: The year I was
born. If TRUE SCIENCE was taught at school; none would join the Illuminati.
But after they perverted history, science, education, and even the Christian
religion; creating a world of lies: Recruiting the general public is easy for them.
Lies like ¨there is no point in life¨, ¨there is no God¨, and the new-age lie that
¨Satan is humanity`s creator¨. With Christianity failing to protect the future
minority of ethnic western natives; these will resort to paganism, åsatru,
Odinism; clashing with Islam. This will in turn lead to worldwide atheism, and
the few religious practitioners left will be a mixture of new-age, paganism, and
eastern religions. It is already at work with the decline of western economy, and
America`s impending doom. Atheistic China will soon be the world`s leading
economy and power.
How did they get so far, and how can they control opinion, education, science
and politics? It is a conspiracy of money. The bankers own the money supply,
and thus control the rich megacorporations. The Rothschild bankers were those
who funded the historical Illuminati, so all roads lead to satanism, and antihuman, alien activists: The Illuminati. The rich conglomerates FUND the
development of the sciences, educations, and politics away from truth; by orders
of the Illuminati. Through funding; they control opinion, and thus science and
facts. This same network also control ALL global media. The only free
economies not owned by a Rothschild private bank are Cuba and North Korea.
The current goal of the Illuminati is global censorship of all right-wing, and
Christian media, the slow, but certain creation of a communist America and
Norway. The Islamization of the west. Destroying all Christianity, Christian
culture, freedom of speech, human rights, and the Hellenistic-Christian
humanism. Evil is good. Lies are truth. Ignorance is strength. Freedom is
slavery. You can find the original Illuminati`s 25 goals on youtube.
The opposite to communism is ultra-liberalism. Liberalism in the sense that
every person has the right over his own economy as in traditional liberalism, and
Thomas Jefferson liberalism. Or ¨libertarian liberalism.¨ There is much
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confusion about the term ¨liberal¨ these days. Traditional liberalism refers to
ECONOMIC liberalism whileas modern American liberalism is about
behavioral liberty, free stuff from the state, taxing the rich, and making America
communistic. Socialism, and communism is when the state owns all the market
and/or land. Thus there is no sense of self, freedom or rights.
Norway is in that sense a very perfect governmental model as our welfare
system, and free market is a center-model between left and right; envied by the
rest of the world.
The idea of socialism, and communism is that all are somehow ¨brothers¨ that
share, and own everything together. Like ¨brother Stalin, Leo or Mao.¨
Communism is nothing but a system of oppression. A hidden lie marketed as
freedom, brotherhood and equality. Communism, and socialism is a good idea,
but can only work in community-societies like f.i a monastery, but never in a
nation. Communism, and socialism are misleading ideologies; because it`s
implementation provides the exact opposite from what it promises. It gives all
power to the state, and instead of ¨freedom, brotherhood and equality¨ it gives
you labor-camps, slavery and oppression.
If we are not careful; the megacorporations of America will end up being stateowned.
100 years in the future: Islam will have overtaken the Christian west. The native,
white population is now a slave minority with no freedom of speech. China will
be the leading economy in the world. Chinese atheism, western satanism, and
eastern new-age will believe we were created by aliens as slaves, and satanic
atheism will then vanquish Islam. Christianity ruined by Islam, and Islam ruined
by atheism. All proof of God, miracles etc , will be censored. Christian, and
right-wing activists will have no means to organize themselves because the
internet is controlled by Satanists masquerading as muslims. The Vatican was
blown to bits, and all European Cathedrals were made into Mosques.
Christianity has perhaps 50 years before it is beyond any help – but will
probably not disappear before after 1000 years. As of today; the Rothschild
Illuminati control the world`s money supply, and thus control world power,
wars, and can bribe anyone to their globalist scheme of power. The middle-class
is disappearing from America. The Georgia Guidestones sets the limit for world
population: 500.000.000 Engineered disasters, viruses, cancer, and wars will
diminish world population.
New-Age authors like Zechariah Sitchin proposes it was Enki; the Sumerian
Annunaki who created mankind. (An alien.)
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Lucifer wants to rule us from space, when the Earth is in fact flat. Many would
say Christianity is already dead, but I still say we have a chance.
Yet as of today; absolutely all sectors of influence are entwined in the satanic
NWO conspiracy. Globally. Monarchies, politics, economy, banks, military,
media, the educational system, agriculture, etc. As of today; the Illuminati has
killed all freedom, all truth, all science, all true history, the natural weather, the
white race, Christianity, and even our own thoughts. They`ve killed the human
genome, true medicine, herbal medicine, cancer-cures, the health-sector, freeenergy, and freedom of information. They`ve killed the bees, they`ve killed the
rainforests, and they`ve killed the humans. They`ve killed all western
nationalism, all western culture, all western civilization, and all western religion.
Soon we will probably loose our very language.
Jewish-owned megacorporations has monopolized all industry, and power in the
world. They are a satanic cabal. The world will become more, and more
communistic, global and one.
When all are an ethnic mix, are of one global culture, and none believe in God
anymore; aliens will come from ¨outer space¨, and the world will be united.
They will set up a satanic, alien, shapeshifting dictatorship in America, and
America`s megacorporations will be communist state owned. America will rule
the future NWO as a communist state. The elite`s plan for America is to make it
a satanic, mega-corporation communist dictatorship.
By then; the world`s population will have dramatically dropped.
Their ultimate goal is to control the mind of everyone on the planet through
¨mark of the beast technology¨. This will artificially shut humans off from
spirituality, Heaven, and the Holy Ghost. Their ultimate goal is to keep Earth as
a soul-farm because Hell needs blood. That is the only, and single reason why
millions of Satanists have been working in unity for 400 years to achieve the
abovementioned goals. Talk about being human.
We have perhaps 50 years to act as Christians. We must get a secure footing in
the world by then. Our own fascist-Christian country. We must disclose truth
about science, history, the source field, and the flat Earth before time runs out.
The internet is already being censored. As of 21.10.2018: All right-wing media
outlets are censored by the jewish-owned Facebook, Google and Youtube.
Christians are being massacred, and persecuted from Africa to China, and the
Middle-East. Not once has there been a single report in any major western
media. While Christianity is massacred worldwide.
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And the Catholic Church is aimed at destroying itself. So are Norway.
It is beyond any doubt that Christianity, Christian humanism, Christian culture,
Christian morale, and the white race is warred against by a satanic, jewish
corporate cabal. The alternative to all this would have been:
Eternal life. Mechanized work, and thus lot`s of free-time. A rise in intelligence.
Global enlightenment. Water-fueled cars. Free fusion energy. Flying saucers for
everyone. Safety. Freedom. And the endless cultivation, and exploration of
God`s garden Earth. Simply: An eternal circus ride. The source-field-theory, the
flat Earth, and sacred geometry are all proofs of a FANTASTIC creator! There
is NOTHING wrong with this world. Yet they have led them to believe God is
bad, and that evil is good.
The Illuminati killed everything.
The flat Earth is dead. The ecology is dying. The seas are dying. The coral reefs,
and rainforests are dying. The food industry is dead. The farming industry is
dead. All medicine is dead. They have monopolized everything. Psychology is
dead. Science is dead. A false religion. Enlightenment is dead. Knowledge is
dead. The educational system is dead. The school is dead. Art is dead. Music is
dead. All follow the scientific religion of Satanism: Atheism. Gold is dead.
Money is dead: Monopolized. Politics is dead. Trust is dead. Love is dead.
Morale is dead. Christianity is dead. The national-churches are dead. The west is
dead. All native cultures are dead. All patriotism is dead. What is a nation
without a nationality? What is a country without countrymen? What is an ethnic
tongue without an ethnicity? What is a country without borders? Individualism
is dead. Privacy is dead. Freedom is dead. All is dead. Humanity is dead. The
future is dead. You are an ID in a soul-tax farm corporation state in the global
empire of Satan. There is no uniqueness. All is Babylon. Globalism has won.
And soon they will chip you with the mark-of-the-beast. The last thing to die
will be your spirit; as they will use scalar-weapons to cut you off from Heaven,
and mind-control every person of the planet. Humanity is dead. Replaced by
artificial intelligence. The mark of the beast.
The question is: Do you want freedom, to be a warrior, to preach truth, to be a
light, give your children a better future, and achieve the goals as a hero of truth
and freedom? Or do you want to be a slave of superiors who doesn`t care about
you. Do you want to expose technology like fusion-reactors, free energydevices, water-fueled hydrogen cars, levitation technology, and build a future
where everyone is happy? Or do you want to kill all nationality, culture,
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intelligence, advancement, and bind humanity with the goal of reducing your
own blood to a population of 500.000.000? Do you side with humanity, or do
you side with war-brokers? Do you want peace, love, and enlightenment, or do
you want war and death? Let`s see it as it is. The Illuminati is the darkness, not
the light. It is a foreign, ancient death-cult that I would even call ALIEN to
human nature. Do you want to fall for power, and sex when you could have
cured cancer? When you could have saved your people and humanity? In fact:
Illuminati members are degenerate victims themselves, to be thrown away by
the source-field, and discarded in the deleted folder of the Matrix: Hell. You
want to serve that?

Is Satanism dead?

If you have read my books, you will know of the ¨source-field¨, and that science,
and physics is wrong. God is a measurable force of energy. Every designer has
his trademark, a unique style, and God has left His trademark; his fingerprint
through sacred geometry.
1 Proof of God exists throughout all biology and physics. All forces of physics
originate through the etheric source-field, and create evolution as Wilhelm
Reich discovered.
2 All geometry of all organic, and inorganic matter from spiral galaxies down to
the particle level have the trademark of a designer. A fingerprint. We see this
fingerprint as the golden ratio, the golden triangle, the Fibonacci spiral, the
flower of life, and the platonic forms of the Merkaba. Still many questions
remains to be answered.
3 Since God is all. All things good. God is all you are, like it or not. He is all
you see, and every emotion you have. Hell, and Satanism is choosing deletion
from the superconsciense. Hell is void of all emotions of love, beauty, joy,
reward, luck, hope and happiness. It is an eternal state of mad anxiety. And the
only beings able to survive down there are mad jesters, and torturists with frozen
tears in their eyes. This is confirmed through hundreds of Near Death
Experiences.
But Satanists chose deletion.
God loved them. He created a flat Earth with his trademark fingerprint in all
there is. He is the etheric source-field, and the origin of every positive emotion
you`ve ever had. He is your life. He is your origin. And you denied him.
Therefore you chose to be deleted from the Matrix.
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And there is no greater fail. You`re a total laughter.
You can chose if you want to see God in biology, physics, ether, and the beauty.
You can chose if you want to save the world from all poverty, starvation, disease
etc.
You can chose if you want water-hydrogen-fueled cars, free electricity,
levitation technology, cancer-cures, life-extention technology, weather
modification, fertile deserts, tv-programs that detail God in nature, free money,
free amusement parks, and enjoy life as a joyride for 500 years – flying on your
saucer amongst the valleys of Norway.
Or you can chose secrecy through sex-bribery, and perish forever in Hell:
Because being a slave to the 1% moneylenders was more worth than all I
mentioned above. Serving those who create war, sacrifice, create disease,
cancer, chemtrails, poison you, and care not about you at all; laughing at you
because you were stupid enough to follow them into Hell.

Satanism is spiritually, physically, and philosophically dead.
Jesus has come bringing ascension, and thus purpose to life for the first time in
history. Not that I don`t quarrel with God. Until recently: Satan Enki, our
Elohim creator of the Bible had owned us from Hell as a soul-farm. His
nephilim descendants, and aryan people ruled the pre-deluvian luciferian world.
A world similar to this. Why is satanism dead? We have lost our tribes of
seafaring redhead atlantean demons. The last tribe of Satan`s direct descendants
died out in western Norway with the black death. There are few among us who
can call themselves ¨the damned¨ as was in the time before, and after the flood,
Atlantis, and the cross. We can all be saved, and there is no leadership in the
Satanic world. Although... We have people who are... sons of werewolves,
dragons, angels and vampires.
Let me explain. Satanism loses because it has been hijacked by evil humans, and
not an evil devil. How? To serve the power of the jewish supremacy; Satan,
Babylon, and Egypt became the glorified cultures of contemporary Satanists.
Cultures in which races were mixed and Satan, not Lucifer reigned as God. Set.
The egyptian God of immigrants is the head of our time. His cursed name. And
Isis. I will tell you no more.
That is why satanism is a failure; because we have become secretive Set
worshippers, and have lost our Luciferian gods of the aryan Atlantis. This last
arguement is of course relative to race, and upbringing. But in general I say:
Satanism has no head. No living fallen angel. No pharaoh. The gods are dead
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long ago. We should pray for the jews to repent, and bring back ChristConscience to the world.
The only reason Satanism exists today is because Satan is clever, and wants to
bring Babylon, Egypt, Rome, and Sodom back. He wants to utilize sex-bribery,
money-bribery, and power-bribery to get people to fall to his level, and burn
with him in Hell. Without these three; Satanism would not exist. Secrecy is also
very appealing. Why? Because the Illuminati have monopolized sex-orgies, and
secret knowledge. If Christianity took the mantle of light; and knowledge was
free for all; the Illuminati would have lost it`s touch. If the sexual revolution
came about; the Illuminati would be free falling.
We covered how Lucifer`s curse is broken, and mankind is free, according to
Christianity in my book on Jesus. Satanism is thus spiritually dead, as mankind
can reach ascension. The last of the giants, and the Setian tribes died in
Scandinavia during the black death. Satan, the fallen Lucifer has lost. Why is
satanism physically dead? For there are no race, or living person descended from
Nephilim condemned to Hell. The race of the damned is extinct, and that`s a
good thing. There is substantial archeological skeletal remains of giants which
correspond to what we know from all mythologies. Who is there to further the
Lucifer effect, and rule humanity through the circle of hatred? I guess the biggest
problem of today is corruption through riches and sex. But the circle of love sets
us free! For we will distribute love, enlightenment, and riches to the world!
What then remains as the reason for Pain? None. Satanism is also
philosophically dead. For: Whereas it once was the only true religion unless you
could obtain salvation through the Mosaic covenant; it ended when Jesus came
along. Why was satanism the only religion? For if the pagan tribes were damned
anyhow; why then would they worship God? They belonged in Hell. Why
would anyone want to go to Hell? It`s dimension is defined as void of the
feeling of love, and is an eternal state of anxious fear, tears, and hatred towards
God. There is no, or little reincarnation. This is a soul, and tax-farm set up by
aliens now defeated by the angels. But these reptiles are damned, and their black
brotherhood is coming back. They have hijacked God`s pyramid, and claim to
be the Illuminati. Can you handle the truth???

My struggle.
Why should I write about myself? You will discover in the next chapter: The
HELL conspiracy. Norway… Brr!!!
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I always protected my friends, and was the favorite kid in all social platforms
my early life. I was the teacher`s favorite, and many a girl`s too… I would make
friends with those who were different, immigrants and bullied. I lavished my
love upon all I met; all my life. But I have never once gotten any love in return.
Not from a Church. Not from a person. All I have ever known has abandoned
me. I was a targeted individual from a noble free-masonic family. I was always
bullied. I never had a Christian, or patriotic friend, although I was the most
patriotic Christian I ever met… The Christians slandered about me in Church,
and I never got inside the cliché. I was a visionary dreamer, a little scientist, and
a young entrepreneur. I was an aspiring politician, and an unheard prophet
evangelist. But I was bullied, and targeted all my life; which crushed my spirit,
and drove me into childhood depression. I froze, and lost my self, my will, my
ego and ambitions. I was only 12.
All went wrong. I postponed my dreams, isolated myself through my teens,
cried alone, and never showed my love, or face to the world. Murphys law.
Every step I took was unlucky, and made me more depressed. I came to the
wrong school. I had no Christian friends but one drug addict. So I started
smoking after I lost my first love. All because the Church had bullied me; 6
years earlier when I was 12.
I had the time of my life. I gave up my life, the school, my parents, and just
wanted to be happy. Inside: I was heartbroken and frozen. I started living by
myself in a sea-cabin. It was then; when I was 18, that my Christian hash
smoker friend introduced me to the concept of conspiracy theories, and the
Illuminati. I became a patriot once more, and saw I had to change the world. I
isolated myself in the cabin, and studied. It was there Lucifer would come visit
me; with his armies of UFO`s. I was an easy target as I posed a threat to the
NWO , and had no friends. If only I had friends. I never realized I was gradually
becoming a Satanist by lifestyle, but the devil was the only friend I had ever
had. We had long conversations every night for 2 years of solitude. Yet I never
made a pact or anything. If only I could go back in time, and change those
days… I would tell my stoner-friends; kiss me goodbye; I`m becoming a
politician. I dreamt of changing the world every day between 2009-2011, but
was too broken-hearted, and afraid of the surveying, stalking and targeting. I
was just too naiive. A young, Christian hippie exploring the spiritual.
I was fit, longhaired, beautiful, and extremely talented with musical gifts. I lived
by myself, and sang opera to the seas. I roamed the woods at night, and howled
to the moon. I was wild lonely nr.1. Fleets of ufo`s would accompany me;
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singing my songs of metal. I was invited, and promised all riches, and the
Illuminati worshipped me as Lucifer`s son; hoping I was a gold-mine to be a
pop-star in America. Yet they never revealed their intentions.
Then they betrayed me, and used scalar weapons to make me debilitated. I never
had an honest friend, or a lover all my life. I was heartbroken since as early I can
remember. The truth? I had no chance since 2011. They only wanted my soul.
Their promises of luxury were lies. I was betrayed by my own family…
I was isolated, brokenhearted, frozen, and targeted ever since 2008.
But some still had hope for me, and wanted me out. During 2010 - the rightwingers of the masonic order invited me to the masonic lodge while the leftwing jewish nobility, adopted me out of what they called ¨norwegian nazi
tyranny¨ in 2012, and brought me safely to Sweden, Denmark, and Israel where
I became an uncircumcised jew saying they ¨kidnapped, and adopted me.¨ I also
met the Illuminati face to face for the first time in 2012-2013. I was baffled,
confused and depressed. Perhaps God is evil, or perhaps he likes complex irony,
for all this coincided as I fell physically ill, and was debilitated as well,
afterwhich they ¨lobotomized me¨ at a mental asylum for 4 years. The Illuminati
was furious I had not worked, and become their goldmine. They have hated me
all my life. I never had a friend, and I never had a chance.
They used the mark-of-the-beast technology. Mk-Ultra technology. Electronic
harassment. Induced voices. Mind to computer interface technology. Sound
harassment. Gang-stalking. Voodoo. You name it. I was tortured beyond the
expression of words – every second of every day – from 2012 – current date.
A cooperation between Church, State, Hospital, and Police ran a organized
program of harassment against my life since 2012, but actually since 2008, or at
least 2011. With the aim to kill me. It was after 2013 that Satan started to reveal
his truest nature, showed me all of Hell, and I discovered the secrets that no
satanist know but those on top. I would talk to the devil 24/7 for 6 years until
2017, and I learnt all about ever archdevil, and the ways of Hell. I could not get
Satan out due to the attacks by the Mk-Ultra, and the mark of the beast. I had
UFO`s floating above me every night.
The great secret I learnt is that: Every person that sells their soul to the devil do
it for riches, and benefits in THIS l ife. Not as an afterlife insurance. How will
you survive 1.000.000.000 years in Hell? Hell is ruled by the giants from before
the flood; the Rephaim, Anakim, Nephilim, and Reptilians or ¨demons¨ from the
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Jurassic age. And they are big, bad giants crying eternally like babies without
mama, or God until they go ABSOLUTELY mad for an eternity of revenge
against anything that resembles the creator: Man. And remember: That
dimension is void of love, and is best described as an intense, eternal ride of
senseless desperation, tears, fear, chaos and anguish. How would you survive?
And who would suddenly appear to these reptiles but you who died from
cancer? Truly I tell you; You won`t last a minute.
Is Hell cool?
Let`s summarize the illusion that ¨Hell is cool¨. I have seen Hell in many
dreams. A chaotic court of MAD JESTERS & GIANTS rule Hell. Ok??? Is that
clear? Total endless hysteria, violence, screams and chaos. No humans rule
there, ok? Or: Would Satan fire his trusted workers of a million years, and
replace them with you: A dumb human? I will tell you my great secret: Hell
make certain that every human on Earth has their guardian demons. They are as
organized as Heaven, and become perfect after millions of years in the game.
Why? Because this is the only fun Hell EVER had: Capturing souls that remind
them of the creator. Thus they make their guardian demons toy with every
person`s mind, including the greatest satanists; to feed from both their positive,
AND bad emotions leading these unfortunate STUPID victims to shout: SATAN
IS GOD, AND HE BLESSES ME!!!! Soul-capture success. Demons were called
Gods for a reason! You got that? You`re nothing but a battery, unless you accept
Jesus.
So how does Satanism still live, and what is Satanism? Modern, popular
satanism in the Satanic Temple, Church of Satan, and the Greater Church of
Lucifer proclaim they are atheists. That Satan is nothing but a concept, and that
there is no God. This is different from theistic, or spiritual satanism. Yet both
groups believe in magick defined by Aleister Crowley as ¨change happening in
conformity with will.¨ Much of modern satanism follows Crowley`s motto of
Thelema ¨do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.¨ He proclaimed
himself a prophet for the new aeon of Horus. Love, and light will make things
right. (…) Much of modern satanism is directly credited to Crowley whose
books on magick, tarot, etc are still among the best today. Ordo Templi Orientis
(OTO), which Crowley developed into his own have waged a war to become to
spiritual head of world hierarchies against other secret societies, and have
infiltrated rosecrucianism, the Catholic Church, the masonic lodge, and
intelligence agencies with CIA`s shadowy Mk-Ultra programs in particular. You
can read about this from Italian Illuminati insider Leo Lyon Zagami in his book:
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Confession of an Illuminati. Oto proclaims to have monopoly on being the
Illuminati, and practicing magick.
What is this magick? The magick you will encounter on net is comprised from
mystery religions, witchcraft, and Hermeticism – the science attributed the
mythological Hermes Trismegistus which means ¨Thrice Greatest.¨ Gaining
your true will through working with the Hermetic Kabbalah, the diverse Tarots,
spiritual practices like yoga, and working with spirits through invocation, and
evocation to gain control of your Guardian Angel (demon) is the magick
available on internet as of now. Most prominent of these practices is the
invocation of Gods, demons, energies, or ¨deific masks¨ as satanic author
Michael W. Ford calls them. Magick is all about transmutating energy from
stars/planetary realms, higher realms (The Heavens) , or lower realms (Hell) to
achieve your goals through being empowered by these forces. Let me tell you
it`s secrets. All energy offered to these Gods in the form of invocations, insence,
blood, or other deeds is believed to return to you with extra profit. The magician
will boldly call upon his guardian spirits, and feel an extasy of power and bliss.
Like a drug. This is because the human functions as a vessel to combine their
energies with that of the entity to transmutate these otherwise dark aspects of
these disembodied spirits into light again. But the sad reality is that had it not
been for the open magician, and his sacrifice: The energies of these entities is
ghoulish, empty and vampiric. They exist as powerful orgone, which
transmutates into light through your bodily vessel. Thus these entities have lured
man to think they are ¨Gods¨ through all time. It is a dangerous practice. Only
one out of a hundred Satanists realize these spirits lie, and play with them. And
they never realize they were being fooled from start to finish before their soul is
taken to Hell. Like the founder of the Church of Satan, Anton LaVey, and
Joseph Stalin who freaked out, and repented on their death-beds. Even the
highest, most intelligent Satanists will try to flee from his destiny when facing
death.
Satanism is like summoning 10.000-year-old feces, and painting it with gold.
I have seen it all. And I say satanism is dead. With all the evidence served here;
what reason is there to either hate the creator, or distance yourself from him;
when we`re all his! We are all one. Don`t you want to return to source? Or do
you want to end up like negative orgone; falling into the deleted folder of the
matrix because you were simply trash to the system. Is that what you want?
You think you can handle the truth? Hell, and Earth serves Satan it`s creator; as
a facility for the imprisonment, and torture of your souls. Like in the movie the
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matrix. Hell are dimensions defined by thought from deleted files, and past
history in a shadow matrix of this one, and is thus void of time. There: All bad
past-life happenings concur constantly around you as you experience your own
personal Hell as a deleted file. It appears like an eternal cell like a cocoon, or a
grave you can`t escape where you relive all deleted, negative thoughts, deeds,
and times you experienced while on Earth. This is clear from all Near Death
Experiences. Hell has infinitely many layers depending on which deleted
timephrame you lived in, but is mainly 7, or nine Hells ruled by devils who are
like God in their respective realm. The respective realms is a result of these
God`s inner dimensions. Ok? Satan is both Hell, and an entity, just like God is
both the source-field, and an entity. God does not exist in Hell. It is the
netherverse, and void of all love, compassion, joy, laughter, and filled with
eternal, intense anxiety and sleeplessness.
Controversy:
If you are really unlucky: You`re completely evil, and is thrown into the lake of
fire. God rules Satan, and Satan rules Hell. A mason once said to me: They are
two sides of the same coin.
That`s when I realized the innocence of man, as we never chose birth between
the choices of two evil counterparts that have chosen. Twisted that is.
There still are religious philosophers who believe in the biblical Kingdom of
God where death is no more, and life-extention technologies make up an eternal
population of no more than a few million, as the noble Bible, Jesus, and God
intends it. It is the solution to intelligent life now that we are under the Holy
Ghost mercy covenant.
We should have remained as apes in the jungle… But Enki/Lucifer probably
made us by mixing their own DNA with that of Homo Erectus as popularized in
the New-Age genre.
Lucifer, and Hell is evil, although most masons never realize the fallen angel of
Light is just a powerful demon. Mankind is a new creation through Jesus the
second Adam as we discovered in my book on Jesus, but must act on it, and take
back their realm from these prison-planet reptilians to become the dominant
species.
If so: God`s plan with creation is now complete, and our mission of today is
ascension now possible through spreading the gospel. We finally have a
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meaning of life, as ascension is possible, and all are accepted by God. Our
purpose is to evangelize. Aside from this: There is no other purpose. Before
Christ however: There was no meaning of life if you were a heathen unable to
be saved. And yet: How do you solve the philosophical problem of evil? How
can this world still be the most perfect of all possible worlds? It is. Why?
Because evil only exists for God to judge it. If not: God would not be either
good, holy or judge. But why did God allow man to exist at a time when they
could only reach perdition? First of all: The Bible states that God tried to erase
mankind. Secondly: God reached for Israel, and led them. He had a plan that
ended with Jesus, and his everlasting kingdom. They way I see it: God is like a
carpenter who made the universe. Although he made it; he also made laws that
bind it all together. His own laws. Including free will for both you, and the devil
– to which he will not intervene. Remember: The devil has a RIGHT to rebel;
given by God, as the devil is a free-willed being. God being just; has to give the
devil the appointed time. But why does not God kill all evil by the snap of his
fingers? God follows not spiritual laws; but physical laws. Once you understand
ether physics you will see that magick is not magical anymore; once it is
reduced to science. We are free willed, and that is the beauty, and the problem of
God`s creation. God has chosen to make a universe of life separated from
himself by many dimensions. Life is free will. Not having free will would be
making robots, and what purpose is there in the universe then? No purpose at all.
Because it would be a universe without life. Technically: Such a universe could
never hypothetically exist, because there would be no evil. Not even HEAVEN
would exist. This is the reason the devil hates God. Because he is a created
being.
God is awaiting the race of the angelic man of the Aquarian age. For we are the
creation of the Elohim: The angels redeemed through Christ. We await the
kingdom of God. Where all are enlightened brothers of civilization with mass
awareness on Hell, and the nature of our reality. We will kick out our
shapeshifting rulers, and become the dominant species of our realm. Life finally
has purpose through ascension through Jesus Christ.
Love is eternal; and traverses religion, ethnicity, time and borders. Love freely;
willed, and without hesitation. You must wear your love on your sleeve. I want
to help you not to become like me! Be true! Be light! For verily I tell you; those
who sin against their heart live in denial. The road to pain, and all festering
desires. The path to the dark side. The devil creeps inside, and feeds from dead
orgone of a guilty conscience that didn`t do what it wanted. Is there sin at all?
Yes. The law will never be undone. But there is a greater truth. Laws are
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necessary as a general rule. But in truth it`s all about conscience and relationship
to Heaven through Jesus.
Ascension of your soul, and win against the reptile archons who doesn`t harbor
love. Or you can descend, and becoming theirs. They feed on all negative
emotions. Who can heal the crack in the heart when the devil is inside? It is like
ice. The crack will widen, and you loose a part of yourself for all eternity.
NEVER sin to your heart. Live true to yourself o child! Don`t be so hard against
your own heart, and always speak your mind. That is the way to escape
suffering. It`s all about being true, and breaking the Lucifer effect.
Chapter 3: The Hell Conspiracy – exposing Christian heresy of today.
Jehovah`s Witnesses and Mormons.
As I mentioned earlier, I have come in contact with JW Illuminati members in
Kristiansand. The JW also claim to be Jewish.
Mormons believe in the moronic book of Mormon, and the archangel Moroni
(moron). They believe Israelites came to America before Christ, and that Jesus
taught in America after his ressurrection to establish his Church. They claim
these American-Israelites died out, but that Moroni revealed the location of the
book of Mormon; golden plates hidden in a hill nearby. (…) They claim there is
a universe, but the Earth is flat. They ¨can become Gods¨, and have conqubines
in Heaven, where they will father children together; being sent to rule an entire
planet.
The official stance of JW is there is no Hell, only the grave, as Hell is not
mentioned as a place of fire but a grave of rest for the righteous in the OT, and a
cold place for the unrighteous. 1 Samuel 28:17 Luke 13:28
JW also believe that Jesus is Satan`s brother, and use Job 1 as proof. ¨Satan was
among God`s sons.¨ The book of Job is the oldest book in the Bible. The sons of
El, sons of Anu, or simply ¨the angels¨ is what this is referring to.
In the same way Judas is the brother of Jesus, as well a Judas Iscariot being his
betrayer; they draw paralells between the New Testament, and the Egyptian
Osiris-myth where Jesus is Osiris killed by his brother Set whom is Judas in the
New Testament. JW have had masonic, and Knight-Templar affiliations from
the beginning like f.i the Illuminati which they started. Yes. John C. Bennett
formed a secret-society branch of the JW called ¨The Order of the Illuminati.¨
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JW`s I have spoken to in Norway are well aware of the Illuminati connection.
This false Church must be purged of herecy! They have so much truth in them,
but then there are terrible lies like ¨there is no Hell!¨ The worst is of course:
Contrary to all other Christians, most jews, and muslims alike; JW don`t believe
in Hell, as there is ¨no mention of it in the Bible.¨
Revelations 21:8 ¨But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers,
the sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—
they will be consigned to the fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second
death.”
Jesus himself believed in a literal Hell with ¨burning fire.¨ Mark 9:43 ¨If your
hand causes you to stumble, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life maimed
than with two hands to go into hell, where the fire never goes out.¨
Psalm 9:17 ¨The wicked go down to the realm of the dead, all the nations that
forget God.¨
Both the new, and old testament witness of Hell! Yet LDS argue that ¨this is the
second death¨, and the conjuring of prophet Samuel by the witch of King Saul in
1 Samuel 28:15
¨Samuel said to Saul, "Why have you disturbed me by bringing me up?" "I am in
great distress," Saul said. "The Philistines are fighting against me, and God has
departed from me. He no longer answers me, either by prophets or by dreams.
So I have called on you to tell me what to do."
So JW believe that the righteous sleep until the New Earth is formed, and that
the unrighteous die, and that their soul vanish i.e no life after death. They thus
remove the fear of God from the Church! It is a gateway to herecy; and a sect
with grades of false knowledge leading to the Illuminati!
Some JW say that God is 9 Gods in one. This comes from their love for mystery
Babylon and Egypt. The 9, or the Egyptian ¨Ennead¨ from the cultcentres in
Egyptian cities was where the Israelites came from. The Bible warns us not to
worship creation, angels, planets, or ¨the stars¨, but only the Most High! The
creator! Not the creation! They argue that God is God of Isis, Ra, and El as in
¨the God of IsRaEl.¨ Is this thesis partially true?
JW is a masonic-inspired branch of the true church that set many good
examples, have great love for the word, yet are heretic regarding the persona of
Jesus, and belief in no Hell! They equate Jesus with Apollyon/Abaddon in Rev
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9:11, as they say there are none but Jesus who possess the keys to the bottomless
pit. They also equate him with Archangel St.Michael which is freemasonic as
Michael is the sun-angel, and mythologically speaking a Marduk/Lucifer/Horus
myth as St.Michael battles the dragon in St.Johns Revelation, just like Horus
battles Set, or Marduk battles Tiamat. Marduk is a Lucifer myth.
Jesus is interpreted to be the ¨angel with a face like the sun¨ in Revelations. Yet
we know from freemasonry that Apollyon/Abaddon is one of the sacred name
for Satan! They are heretic as Jesus is no angel, is the son of God, whom is a
man, and and was as Lucifer (and mankind) should have been; undoing all
aspects of the fall, and also completing the law. Birthing humanity, who
beforehand had only been birthed by Enki (allegedly). That`s why we are ¨born
again.¨ The Lucifer Jesus belief in masonry stems from the fallen angel Lucifer
whom was incarnate in every pharaoh as Light of the World.
Satan. What is his goal? Eternal life, escaping the grave, and complete dominion
over Earth as he once had; now through his Brotherhood of the Snake: The
¨Illuminati¨ which has existed for perhaps a hundred thousand years according
to themselves. Which is particularly bad, as their longevity proves an alien
presence is lurking underground. Probably reptilian in nature. Hiding from God
– until they own mankind, and have the spiritual right to rule over us again.
The nature of the trinity.
Where is the trinity mentioned in the Bible? God is spirit. God makes you feel
holy, happy, beautiful, free, accepted, beloved, and with lust for life. I have good
eyes. God`s aura is pure white with rainbow colours emanating from him. It
makes me cry just writing about it. It is so beautiful and magnificent. It can
sometimes be bright green like a lush garden depending on the people it enters,
and is often golden. This is also the Holy Ghost. Yes. God is the Holy Ghost.
Not ¨shekinah.¨ God the father is what makes Christians laugh, moan, and feel
delievered through acting strange. It`s what makes them so happy they want to
dance. It`s what gives true happiness. HIS love – crying – is so beyond this
world.
Then we have Jesus. Jesus aura varies like that of humans. There are very many
counterfit Jesus spirits; directed by Satan Lucifer, Leviathan and Ishtaroth;
lying; acting as the spirit of love or shekinah. It makes you feel warm, enters the
nostrils, and merges people`s auras in an unholy way; but is not Jesus. This
satanic Jesus, or antichrist spirit aura is red. Christ`s aura is mostly always
white, joyous, sincere, and holy with love. But it can sometimes be red when it
is very intense, and you experience his fire-presence. That means it can be
sexual; but it is not feminine in a spiritual sense. It is therefore very important to
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be aware while in Church as the antichrist whore of Babylon, Circe, and Set
have dark-red auras as well. They will try to make you tired in church.
The aura of Jesus varies. It can sometimes be orange, golden, brown, or different
as it merges with the spirits of the person. Jesus, and God must never be
separated.
Jesus power once entered me, and threw me two meters down to the floor as evil
spirits were rebuked. I was young, and beautiful at the time. Jesus is the spirit of
wisdom – just like his deep, burning-golden eyes. That`s right..: Jesus eyes are
literally ablaze..! I have seen Jesus as a ghost before my eyes myself. This is
similar to the angels. He looks very scary. I am happy God has such a powerful
son to rule the kingdom with strength. To think that lion died on a cross makes
Satan into an absolute pussy, and makes me cry with joy. You can`t deny his
victory. May he rule forever.
I have seen white auras over perhaps three people. This always amazes me. I
always ended up buying them flowers. Some Christians girls really took this
¨Gabriel¨ franchize, and ¨God 380¨ franchize to it`s intended extent. White auras
are insanely rare. Have you seen it? Gabriel has the most delightful white aura.
To me: He is the most powerful archangel. He is SO real. He`s my guardian
angel. But I fell. It took 6 years of shoah, and then he returned again. I was
frozen all my life as I was love. Sry bout that. Anyways.
Now who is the third person in the trinity? The Holy Ghost? Is she Semiramis
the dove goddess of Babylon? No. Then you have the Catholic adoration of
Virgin mother Mary whom the Pope declared ¨the queen of Heaven¨ just like the
Biblical Ashera. No. If there was such a thing as a triune God: The Holy Spirit is
just another version of the Father. Or else: Judaism, the SHEMA, (God is One)
and the Tanakh would be false. Have you ever considered that? Perhaps the
supposed triune nature of God was just a way to popularize Christian doctrine
among the heathens, and religious elite at the time. It`s not something the
disciples conjured up. But of course: We still have the ¨theory.¨ Everything is
¨relative.¨ Three is a number. Therefore three exists. We have the shekinah. But
sry mate: God is one. And if the holy spirit in any way was a separate entity; it
would be the 7 holy fires burning before God`s throne. The energies of the seven
planets, and the seven candles of the menorah.
The Holy Ghost is your true Higher Self which guides you to a sin-less life
under your True will: The Father. The Holy Ghost is God. Jesus is the revelation
of the father. Christians are thus monotheists.
The shekinah.
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Holy Spirit=God. Jesus=God. God`s feminine aspect=Shekinah? I don`t like it.
Neither the shekinah, or the trinity is mentioned in the Bible. But you say: Truth
is relative. I agree. It doesn`t matter too much.
The shekinah version of the Ashtar(roth) alliance is certainly real: Invading my
Holy Father-spirit of the holy ghost with this super-feminine hatred conjured by
Christian witches. I don`t like it. May they burn in Hell. Christianity, and
Judaism is about the Father. Not some modern shemale shekinah heresy
baphomet.
In Judaism: we all have our own shekinah: God`s flame of creation in us. Some
say shekinah is the force of hawah/Eve, other that it`s the Queen of Heaven, and
other that it`s the force as in star-wars. It is all these. The innate force of God in
each man. The force of Lucifer as a female. It is a real force, but I don`t believe
in the shekinah. It is never mentioned in scripture. The shekinah is a pagan
concept from goddess worship pre-dating Judaism. Gnotics see her as Sophia, or
Mother Earth. Gaia. Greeks see her as Aurora. The female Christ. Other gnostics
see her as Ishtar/Inanna of Sumer, which is her true origin if one studies their
mythology, and summons her.
It`s all a part of the antichrist spirit, and turning God, and Jesus into a female.
The mark of the BITCH!
Why does the Bible say the man is above the woman? Yet can you say we`re not
equal when worshipping in white before the trone? Does not God deem the
lowest the highest?
It was in order to keep us safe, and the greater the strength: The greater the
responsibility. The attack on the Man as the head of the family is severe in this
age. It is unorthodox..! Soon all will be slaves: And the still patriarchic jews, and
muslims will be the only MEN left in the world. That`s Satan`s plan.
Remember; John the Baptist tells us Jesus will baptize with the Holy Ghost
AND (red) fire. But the fire spoken about in church has some places been
replaced by Satan`s fire. Satanists commonly say ¨Hellfire on you¨ between
members. So the popular charismatic Christian shouting of ¨fire!¨ in Church can
open up for God knows what. I`m just telling you secrets as I am very sensitive.
We need conservative structure and liturgy in the neo-charismatic movement
with time. It would be wise and natural.
This is why a holiness revival, and return to the FATHER is so important: For if
we release Jesus, or the Holy Ghost from the Father, and seek only the
experience of being touched like some dumb, Christian shekinah love-drugaddict who`s there for the show; demons can start merging their red fire auras
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with your red fire/shekinah/aura/forcefield! For when you lie receiving ¨God¨ on
the floor is when you are some are most vulnerable.
In the modern shekinah experiences of soaking in Norway`s Pentecostal church,
I, you, witches, Satan`s and every man`s shekinah start merging into a big, red
cloud of Ashtaroth. Demons do not physically appear, but their scent of feces is
smelled by everyone.
I`ve experienced this countless times. We need to implement strict rules, and
liturgy to the Pentecostal revival trend that should exist in a safe form within
safe boundaries as it is a new, 1st century Christian trend that has not existed for
long, and needs Biblical structure. It is the natural next step, and the way of
things: If only there were men. Throw the witches out!
God is: Spirit, eternal and sovereign. He is a man – he`s not a woman. Therefore
YOU are: Spirit, eternal and sovereign! You are above angels, and this is only
your contemporary form. Do you thus see how vital it is that we battle these
fallen angels? They hate you, and want you to be THEIR children in their
likeness so they can take you to Hell, because; they rebelled as you are more
worth than they are.

The Hell Conspiracy
Other spirits, and devils every christian, and pastor should rebuke, and know
about is the spirit of the biblical Leviathan; the chaos serpent which tries to
strangle the holy spirit, your breath, and hates christians very much. This is
probably the greatest conflict in the church combined with that of the spirit of
goddess Circe/Church which is the greek origin of the name Church and circus.
The devil has been clever, and reduced much Christianity to circus-church.
Whereas Protestants once protested, they are now asleep by the poison of Circe.
Circe works with Ashtaroth. She was a Greek goddess who poisoned her victims
to sloth and sleep. She tires her victims in church as many of you have
experienced, and often cooperates with Babalon, and goddess Astarte/Ashtaroth
to impersonate the shekinah Holy Ghost. Many masons are led to believe the
Holy Ghost is a composite deity of female spirits as they equate her with the
mother goddess from diverse pagan trinity`s that are similar to the christian one.
THIS IS PSEUDO-CHRISTIAN NEW AGE STENCH OF UNBIBLICAL
MYSTERY BABYLON HERECY!
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She also impersonates the Jesus anointing as through witches singing Isus/Isis,
and not Jesus to possess worshiping christians with an electrical, and satanic
warmth of Isis to where christians think they receive the Holy Ghost.
It is their greatest weapon.
Astarte is the very symbol of false religion, as the Bible equates false religion
with adultery; the whore of Babylon. Her symbols are that of the owl, and
crescent moon. Be strict against such symbols in church, and elsewhere
wherever you see them. They are not tolerated anywhere in our church: But they
are within every church of Kristiansand. Be on your guard against witches, you
unmanly cowards. Become a 1st century-church of zealous jews dressed in
white. I can see the spirit realm, and you should pay attention.
In general: be most watchful for Ashtaroth/Astarte/Ishtar/Isis. She is the old
devil Asherah of the Bible. Be on your guard. Isis/Ishtar is the horned goddess
of magick and fertility. She will make you feel tired, horny, and moved by a
warmth tingling presence in church. She eats souls. She is the biblical Lillith in
Satanic Luciferianism. One of her names which a satanic priestesses will take
for themselves is the biblical Jezebel whom is part of her spirit as well. Another
of her names is simply Iz. Or Is. It`s her monogram so to speak.
She often cooperates with Ahab to destroy the powerful, conservative, biblical
patriarchs/men/prophets in the church with seduction. These attacks prevails in
all churches I have been to due to us lacking the eyes of the seers, and words of
the prophets. It`s time the men wake up, and hang the witches and whores of
their churches. All church-members know what`s going on.
Nobody dares speak against the unbiblical culture in the young generation, and
it seems as if biblical, conservative Christianity is dying out within a few
generations. Replaced by the age of Crowleyanity, Islam, and gullible passificm
of tolerance. Christians of today see themselves as second range citizens that if
confronted with their faith, will only give up, be afraid, and say that it`s
personal. The entire west is under attack; dictated by the media`s political norm.
That is why I expose them now. Ask yourself this. If you can`t fight Islam. If
you can`t fight adultery and porn. If you can`t fight the witches. If you dare not
preach on the street. How in the world of HELL will the next generation stand a
chance when native Christians are a minority? The anaconda will suffocate you
slowly to death. It will tighten the grip the more you are dying. Don`t say ¨we
have Jesus¨, and ¨we have already won.¨ This is a truth now relative. Relative to
YOU. You are warned. The 1000 year reign is closing in, as we discovered in
the Revelations Conspiracies.
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One of the unholy trinities of the antichrist are Set, Horus and Isis in Egyptian
belief. Often symbolized by the Christ monogram IHS in Catholicism.
In catholic, and general demonology: This INSANELY powerful trinity of
godlike power is Leviathan(Satan – the evil serpent of death), Beelzebub (Baal –
a God - the prince of the air) and Ashtaroth (Asherah/Isis/Ishtar – the terrible
serpentine-owl-lion witch-angel of seduction, sex, death, mental illness,
possession and madness). Beelzebub is commonly translated as lord of the flies,
but his real name is Ba‘al Zəbûl, "lord of the (heavenly) dwelling.
The only one any sane person could approach is Beelzebub, who has taken the
role of playing God. Namely Allah. (Hu-baal meaning ¨spirit baal¨ was the chief
deity at the Kaaba. As lord of the air- Beelzebub is a powerful form of Lucifer.
While Baal hides his intention; the others are in open rebellion to God, and will
eat you alive. These are fallen angels more powerful than the Titans. They are
the absolute rulers of our world, and claim to be planetary deities, and forces of
nature: But that is only because we sacrifice to them, and give them that power.
Without sacrifice: They are disembodied spirits bound in Hell. Never mention
their names. Don`t ever research them. Never think of them. I will give you only
what you need to know if dealing with witchcraft in Church.
Satan is a serpent, or a Hell of serpentine beings popularily called reptilians in
the deepest Hell. They have the charachteristic of being absolutely void of love
for man and God: But are the greatest impostors. They are only capable of
intellect, and are very alien to man. While he cannot fathom love, he still has an
insatiable lust of perversion. Satan is dirtiness, stench, absolute perversion and
hellfire. Satan stinks.
Beelzebub generally won`t do you any harm, and is happy about being Allah,
and playing God. One rarely encounters people stereotypically ¨possessed¨ by
Beelzebub, and he isn`t much of a possessor. That is Leviathan, and Ashtaroth`s
work. Remember: I know the rulers personally very deeply. Considering he is a
demon: He is very lightfilled: Being the prince of the air, and a Lucifer, and all
that. He gives away very easily, and is by far the easiest to befriend by man.
Ashtaroth is terrible. She is the smartest of them all, and is about 100 times as
clever as the most intelligent beings alive. She knows all people, all languages,
and is the future ruler of mankind portrayed in masonic media. She is the
greatest tool of Satan. The only way to control her if she really swallows your
soul is to invoke the power of her family, and/or husband Osiris and Horus. As
she is the prime goddess of witches, magick, possession, knowledge and lust:
She is extremely hard to exorsize. Only she has the ability to control all life on a
planetary scale simultaneously, and sink all dimensions to Hell. Nobody is as
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good as her to play cute, and seduce in the beginning: Before revealing she is the
smartest universal being after God Himself.
What-EVER you do: Do not research, or look up ANYTHING involved with
her. She is the equivalent to Satan Lucifer in female power, although Lucifer in
the form of Ra, and Shamash is more powerful, and is perhaps the only possible
way of exorcising her. Her presence on the Earth is growing rapidly. She might
not seem all bad to begin with: She might seem fantastic! But there is no devil
worse than her. By far. Ashtaroth`s truest form is when she becomes a black
Lizard. She is death incarnate, and has been such a very long time. In her true
form, she is a serpent, and works closely with Satan in all the darkest magick of
the occult. She is the being Satanists mourn the most: Claiming it was too
horrible for her to fall from Heaven. It was said she once was the Earth-angel
herself, and that Earth was her property. She is now fallen. Forget about her
entirely. Never let her ensnare you with lust. By now: She has the most number
of demons of all the devils, and is aiming for the Church. She co-operates with
Circe, who we mentioned earlier. Since she is magick and possession, she is
Satan`s tool to copy the presence of Holy Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, which has
worked to a terrible, global effect.
The Dark Brotherhood who rule intelligence agencies have long used her
possessive effects, and magical powers to control, and mind-control the public.
Making them dull, ignorant, and asleep. She is the very force of oppression.
Unseen. How? Because of her intelligence. She once was known as the Queen
of Heaven. To wiccans, Luciferians, and witches she is known as Lillith, the
bride of Lucifer. And her symbol is the owl, often called the owl of Minerva.
The owl is THE symbol of the Illuminati. If you see anyone wearing owl
necklace etc in Church. Throw them out, and/or confront, and pray for them.
They stand NO chance against her, and are completely misled. I once was one of
the smartest persons alive, and can tell: She is, without kidding, about 100 times
as smart as the smartest person alive. To think that an entity like her exist is
frightening. Even the greatest world Satanist is COMPLETELY mislead, and
has NO value to her. She is the greatest liar. There is no devil worse than her. As
Asherah, she is also the most mentioned evil of the Bible, and the greatest
enemy to Yahweh, historically speaking.
Many masons are led astray, and believe Jesus is Lucifer. They say there is no
all-powerful God or son, and that christianity is all myth. They don`t know of
the miracles of Jesus, and see Christianity as comparative mythology! That is
historical fraud. There is no proof Christianity was made up of earlier myths.
Many satanists also speak in demonic tongues in church to imitate the Holy
Ghost. Cursed be the abovementioned names. Cursed be the names of Larz, and
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Asmodeus who are demons of lust, and drugs that are also summoned in church.
Be VERY afraid.
The entire pentecostal church has shunned, isolated, labeled, and killed the
prophets, and the eyes of the church a million times. They have fallen into
demon-worship, and have no conservative guidelines that can ward off attacks
from witches anymore. As a jew; seeing all this made me furious beyond rage
from I was 12. I wanted to blow up the entire church! Nobody saw me, and I
was not reconed among them.
I hoped I could escape, but their festering desires have only become worse over
time. Demons are transferred through merging of aura when the Pentecostals are
in ¨God`s shekinah glory¨. The Christian witches also use smell and touch to
transfer their ¨Ashtar¨ version of God.
They use smell, primarily powerful perfumes, sexual scents, and also poo to
strengthen the demonic stronghold; as the demons take form in bad scents, and
can easily enter through the nostrils of those who are susceptible to attacks/have
had strongholds in them before.
They summon their familiars of Astarte/Circe to make people sleepy, and
destroy the manliness of the leaders and prophets. But they will all burn in Hell.
You might have heard of her from ¨Game of Thrones.¨ It is she who started, and
destroyed the church in the series. Anyways. You will feel the fallen angels in
church when something tangible enters your nostrils; often causing sneezing, or
as if some possessive strange (un-godly) tingeling enters your fingertips. These
attacks are daily practiced by hundreds of thousands of witches inside, and
outside the church of Kristiansand. They follow me everywhere I go, and I
always ward them off.
I, Thomas Eidsaa stood against the Satanic World United for 6 years all alone,
and won in the end when Gabriel, and Jesus came to my aid. Lucifer also helped
in the form of Shamash, Osiris and Utu. Together: We sealed her evil away from
the Church. It took me a whole year to get God`s glory inside the church, but
they are still tolerant towards Astarte to this day. The members saying: ¨You
can`t know if Astarte is not the holy ghost!¨ In Kristiansand, most Christians
openly profess Astarte as God`s holy ghost, or as God`s wife as of today…
The Christians bound me with religious law, and killed my life; while they were
actually warlocks themselves. The demonic was so strong in KristiansandAll
were witches and warlocks; the sanctuary smelled like poo for 6 years! Satan
LIVED in church, not outside it!
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The christian Satanists would smear themselves with sexual scents like shrimpsalad, sardins, and feces for many years to invoke the shekinah of
Ishtar/Ashtar/Astarte, and Satan in the Church. All were whores, and all were
involved. For I was the only one who had not smeared himself with sardin-oil
which has that characteristic smell of old-semen or vagina. Their plan was to
defeat the cross, and create an antichrist spirit. An antichrist spirit revival. It was
necromancy at it`s worst: As all Christians conjured up the fallen souls of dead
Christs. This is the desolation of the cross 666 we will touch upon in Revelation
Conspiracies. It is time to forget about the cross chi xi stigma 666, and go back
to the shema with the lamb, and 144.000. The myth of the cross has conjured
billions of sacrificed babies: Christ`s babies. Go back to the shema: The
profession that ¨God is One.¨ Jump to Revelations if interested.
Other attacks from witches in church can be talking out of line, coughing, and
intimidating/staring. The witches move their hands methodically, possess
themselves, and move anxiously around, or other times sit dead quiet. They
often touch you more than necessary, try to win your appreciation, fame, and
smile sexually. It goes unsaid that they tempt. Be aware of them touching your
veins. They will touch you as much as they can, and tempt as many as possible.
Such people FLOODED the Churches of Kristiansand all my years as prophet,
before I died a martyr`s death. Touching the veins on your hands is a sign the
person is a demon. A witch.
The spirit of Set/Samael/Satan incites pride, seriousness, coldness, and silence
from the church. Satanists often use mind-control techniques to twart the spoken
words and worship; repeating sentences internally, and fly into the minds of the
ones abused. This is the satanic dominating spirit of the witches in church;
looking down at the rest; always countering what they hear spoken as if they
know better, as well as imitating the holy ghost shekinah while under Satan`s,
and Ishtaroth`s shekinah/warmth, and anointing others with this. The Satanists
in Church are often in the prayer-team. The embrace of Satan can make you
very warm, and is highly spiritual. I have seen thousands of christians touched
by Satan when they though it was Jesus. I know witches in Kristiansand that are
very evil, and want to crush Christianity from the inside through replacing Jesus,
and salvation`s holy ghost with the antichrist spirit. They get all Christians on
their team to make them believe Jesus is a pussy to be sacrificed righteously.
What is the antichrist spirit? The spirit of Ishtar. A spirit very predominant in
Kristiansand.
If you read this, and feel a bit afraid, I want you to take a moment of silence, and
say they are all defeated by Jesus on the cross, and I rebuke these spirits in the
authority of Holy, Most High, Eternal, Living God. Say it with joy! Amen! :)
Halleyehuah God reigns! 😊 Always keep the church under 24/7 observance by
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trustworthy, holy Christians so evil never seeps in. Be strict against evil, and call
it for what it is. Never give admittance to witches, and put watchers at the gates
constantly.
Yet never hate, or be judgmental against those under possession. It could have
been you! It could have been me! I was possessed for 6 years! Hate the spirits
who operate through them, but love the person. He is only a victim because he
doesn`t know Ashtaroth is 100 times smarter than him. And remember! Always
keep watch on what happens in every church; especially during night!
Many Christians, gnostics, masons, and some Jehovah`s Witnessess believe
Lucifer to be Jesus, and the good guy, but their belief is herecy.
We deny the contemporary, new-age outgrowth of gnostic half-truths in that the
demiurge is God: ¨That God is Saturn, Yahweh is Saturn, that he is Allah, Baal,
and that Islam is the religion of God, that God is bad, and all abrahamism is bad.
That Lucifer is the real hero.¨ No. And Allah is an aspect of God in the
Elohim/Angels, but not God as he is worshipped in his divine form in Islam.

Advanced Spiritual Warfare – protecting yourself

Let`s first open with the most notable bible-verse on spiritual warfare.
Ephesians 6:11-18
11

Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles
of the devil.
12

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places.
13

Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.
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14

Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the
breastplate of righteousness;
15

And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;

16

Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all
the fiery darts of the wicked.
17

And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God:
18

Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching
thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints;
To protect yourselves against the Satanists, and the previously mentioned
demons, there are a variety of options you can use. I myself was subject to
mind-control (voice to skull) technology by aliens, and can confirm what works,
and how to proceed, as I myself got out.
Let`s take the basics first.
Gateways. Throw out any books, masks, idols, or items that give the devil any
right to enter your personal sphere. Getting Mezuzah, and filling your house
with crosses, and holy objects like Mezuzah Torah parchments is the number 1
biblical way of protecting yourself from evil along with worship.
Idols. Are you listening to pop-music? Is Jesus your number one? Do you set
aside time to pray every day? Or are you idolizing others? Remember: Idols are
forbidden, and everything can become an idol. Television, games, sports, etc are
the prime examples.
Habits/Sin. Porn. Remember: Even masturbating is a sin. Jesus says to ¨cut of
your right hand¨ if it leads you to temptation. This is the big kahuna. If someone
is really after your soul, making you perverse is the easiest way to give the devil
access. I can confirm this through my own experience. Are you listening to bad
music that shapes you with a wrong culture? Remember: We are heavenly
citizens, and should act as such. Fill yourself with Kingdom culture. Drug abuse
is opening up for evil spirits. I myself used cannabis, and psychadelics, and
know that there are spirits associated with plants and drugs. I met them when
hallucinating, then later googled their names. Even cigarette-smoking can be a
nest for evil spirits, and if you are targeted, I would advocate you to stop. You
are a holy temple for the Lord. Treat your body with respect.
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Friends/relationships. Do you hang out with sinners, Is there unfinished
business, and lack of forgiveness between you, and anyone in your life? Near
Death Experiencers often tell of how God reminded them of something they had
even forgot, which prevented themselves from access to Heaven. I remember I
had to send 100 text-messages, and went from door-to-door in my old
neighbourhood to ask forgiveness for pranks I did in my youth. I was so
extremely Christian, but foxy to say the least.
Remember: Forgiveness, meekness, and repentance is something we practice
every day. Many Christians say that we only repent once, and then the devil has
no right. Jesus himself says contradicts this when saying ¨some demons/illnesses
can only be exorcised through prayer and fasting¨. Repenting is often a process
as I discovered myself. Even though I fully repented, the devil had such
strongholds in my life that I had to fast, write books, and work for deliverance.
Catholics believe that deeds are necessary for salvation i.e ¨fruit¨, while
protestants say we are only saved by faith. I can attest to that deeds ARE
necessary to obtain the heavenly domain, depending on what was expected of
you. I myself had voices, and satan touching me physically for 24/7 for 5 years
until I finished my books, and he suddenly stopped. BOOM! Working,
repenting, and fulfilling your calling is the way to go when targeted. Become
saints, live without sin, and be blameless in the sight of the world.
I will now tell you something very important. Remember: Joy is the fruit of the
spirit. Your natural state of being is a happy one. The devil will try to depress
you, and dwelling in sadness, romanticizing depression, death etc is one of the
devil`s primary ways to keep you under his domain. But when you step up into
worship, prayer in tongues, work for God, proclaim Biblical truths, and exalt the
Lord; you step into God`s domain.
Let`s say you were targeted by satanic state officials like I was. Or simply put:
In deep shit. You have the devil summoned around you, people surveying you,
stalkers wherever you go, and angry accusers unwilling to forgive you until they
have killed you, and sent you to Hell. Let`s say you have voices, and that the
devil rapes you, stabs you, and tries to possess you 24/7 as he did with me for 5
years. Your best option is being humble, hard-working, forgiving, but also bold
in declaring the word. These 4 are a necessity: 1 Listen only to worship. 2
Become wholly free from ALL sin. 3 Declare the word, work for God, and pray
continuously at all times. (preferably in tongues.) 4 NEVER TALK BACK TO
THE VOICES. The devil is like your shadow. He might always be there, but
don`t look at him. When the light is high is when he disappears. When the lights
are low, the shadow grows longer, and much bigger than yourself. The devil is a
worm. Rebuke all voices, and never talk to them, agree with them etc.
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If you are REALLY in trouble (as I was) as in the very PITS of HELL, then you
might have to do what I did, and go Hogwarts style. 1 Become a light-magician.
2 Learn the names of the devils, and which angels/spirits that counter them. 3
Invoke the enemies of the spirits that attack you. F.i I had to invoke Osiris, and
Shamash as sun-gods to magically control Isis. This kept me alive until I was
powerful enough only to rely on Jesus. 4 Continuously envision protective
formulas, and holy objects around you. 5 Fill your aura with light, and invoke
protective angels whenever attacked. (that`s what saved me) 6 Shower often,
move around, be social, be open about your problems, and 7 STAY WITH
OTHER Christians 24/7! Preferably family members, or people with spiritual
authority in your life. 8 Always TRY to operate with the spirit of love and
forgiveness. If you are being bullied, it`s like putting hot coals on your bully`s
head.
Prayerhouses of 24/7 worship greatly diminish the power of Satanism in any
town. The spiritual battle is all about conscience, and we are all big superconscience. One tree of life as to speak. Breathing the same air. Satanic masons
put symbols of evil in their logos, and in the aerial view of cities like f.i New
York. Worshipping at these spiritual axis points significantly raises the power of
Heaven (joy, love, hope and forgiveness) for the entire city.
Summary: Generally speaking if you are attacked by evil spirits, 1 I recommend
you to work hard for God, 2 rid yourself of sin, 3 live in worship, proclamation,
joy, and continuous prayer, 5 be open, 6 never make compromise with evil.

Chapter 4: Fighting back.

Protestants won`t protest
The main problem with the west today is their rich, apathic, gullible ignorance.
This is mostly due to how Christian roots destroyed pre-christian tribal pride and
identity. But Christians HAVE protested. Once. Under Martin Luther.
The Catholic Church institutionalized the free Church in the 5th century, and was
the spiritual death-blow to an otherwise living church. It became the Whore of
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Babylon. There is significant biblical, and historical evidence that the Church of
Rome is the second beast, and Babylon the Great from Revelations, which
Luther also came to believe. Read my ¨Revelations Conspiracies¨ if interested.
The Catholic Church has historically been a system of oppression with
monopoly on knowledge, and education throughout the medieval ages. Not to
say they hoarded money. The elite cast of Europe were the priests. And then you
have the crusades, the witch-burnings, and the historical perversion of the
priests…
The Vatican is a political, and military monster. A cancer. An enterprise of
historical world destruction: Not a faith-movement.
The peasants couldn`t read, and every Bible, and liturgy was in Latin until
Martin Luther. Coincidence? Nobody knew what they believed in! All
knowledge, and power was in the hands of the church. It goes unsaid that they
were corrupt, and identified themselves as the whore of Babylon.
Can you comprehend what a control society of fear it must have been? Think of
being an uneducated peasant in a feudal society where the Church ruled Europe,
and you had to pay taxes to the priest to get to escape Hellfire! Can you
comprehend their 1500 year-long monstrous evil, and the scope of their crime
against humanity? How can humanity tolerate such a criminal state not to stand
trial? Protestants, and all free churches must unite, and retake the Vatican
Church.
We need all protestants, and pentecostals to unite under a reformation to bring
an END to this Vatican ¨whore of Babylon¨, and retake the cathedrals for GOD.
We will PROVE they are heretics, which you can read about in my book on
Revelations.
Prove them to be a heretical institution working against God! That was what the
entire reformation of Luther was about! Ask yourself as a protestant: What
would Luther have done if he saw our time, and the Pope`s tolerance to Islam,
immigrants, gays, and dissolution of CORE Christian faith??? He would have
united us to march against them, and proved them heretics! I wish I could, but I
am debilitated. And what would Jesus have done...
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Open your eyes, see the whore of Babylon, the dissolution of state-church, and
the global war against Christianity. And rumors say: It was the Vatican who
created Islam. Both sides know this, and the pope is now using his army of
Muslims to destroy protestants, and the free churches of the west. Unless we
fight: The Catholic beast will have won. There is already a movement to unite
the remaining protestant church with the Catholics. What will remain after
Europe is Islamized is a dead Christianity, a divided Europe, a minority of
natives, with the Catholic Church triumphantly once more being the only
Church; standing on the ruins of Christianity, and the Europe it killed. That is
their plan! Conspiracy theorists say the Vatican is the oldest satanic organization
in the world, and the true Illuminati. Will you let them get away with it, or will
you rebel? If not, then the Catholics will have won. We need RADICAL
changes!!! All Christians unite! We need a united crusade of protestants, liberal
churches, and pentecostals to make our own interdenominational world Church
with proven saints! In war; you must stand together against the enemy! If the
enemy can break through our ranks, and scatter us, we are finished!
Either that, or we must retake the Catholic church! The ¨church on haunted hill¨
as Bill Schnoebelen calls it. I have his books, and his revelations are
SHOCKING! The pontiff title of ¨Holy Father¨ should be enough to qualify the
Pope as antichrist which translates to ¨instead of Christ.¨ The Vatican has
historically been a whorehouse, and their corruption, and secret intelligenceagencies continue their evil war against the true church of today, like f.i the
Jesuits, which Illuminati insider, and hero Leo Lyon Zagami claims. I also have
Leo Zagami`s books, and his youtube revelations of pedophilia, and SATANISM
at the CORE up to cardinal, and pontiff level are SHOCKING!
The Catholic Church is an institution against Christian common sense, freedom,
and the 21st century; with a criminal track-record of the worst deeds in 1500
years! No corrupt pope is ¨Holy Father God¨. Can you accept this? Jesus himself
abolished the priesthood, and is our eternal High Priest. Read my Revelations
conspiracy. There is SOLID PROOF that the Catholic Church is the antichrist
system, and has identified themselves as such SINCE the beginning.
The only Catholic branch to care about the survival of Christianity seems to be
the Knights of Malta. Let them take over instead. They are the last branch still
somewhat pro-European. And then we have Jerusalem... Don`t you think the
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pope LOVE killing jews? Blackwashing jews? That`s why they created Islam.
Rome started the so-called ¨jewish conspiracy.¨ In fact: All conspiracy of all evil
traces back to Rome. It`s not Jewish globalism! Of course it`s Roman! They are
the oldest core of evil globalism, and the first global empire: ROME! The NWO
has been their plan since the beginning! They started intelligence agencies. They
started with black magic. They started Islam. They started the Illuminati. They
are behind the 3 World Wars. They want Israel NUKED. The pope sides with
Palestinians, and won`t even recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel! It
should have ended with Napoleon!!!! YOU BASTARDS!!! How can I as a
Christian stand with a straight back as responsible for God; without addressing
the mountainous historical crimes of this crime-syndicate ¨church¨???
The problem with Christians today is that national-churches aren`t national
anymore. And protestants aren`t protesters anymore. In fact: They don`t care
about anything! Their ignorance to governance, and blind faith in a messianic
kingdom will be their downfall. Christ ain`t coming back, and the final battle
was NOT won on the cross. In fact: There is no true Christian, OR white nation
in the world anymore! Don`t you think that makes the globalists happy? First
they destroy our pagan Scandinavia, and enslave us for 1000 years of
oppression. Then they hijack our government, sell our riches to China, destroy
our gene-pool, take away our national pride, national identity, national church,
and Islamize the country! Fits right into the hands of satanic world control by
the Vatican: The organization that started Islam.
The Catholic WHORE will RULE in the unholy name of COSMIC chaos. And
this time she will reign SUPREME with Protestantism fleeing towards a ¨kind,
embracing mother Church.¨ A one world Church is their goal. Martin Luther has
LOST!
War is peace. Ignorance is strength. Freedom is slavery. Satan is God. Evil is
good. Europe is Babylon. Trump is evil. Islam is true and acceptable. Religious
superstition, and sharia laws must be tolerated. Christians aren`t being massmurdered globally. The state protects the people. Royals are kind people. Being
royal isn`t being racist. Taxes are necessary. We need the police to co-exist
safely. Anarchy is evil. People can`t handle themselves. Jews are evil. Israel is
evil. Truth be told: The only evil that ever existed was the devil, and he lives in
the Vatican as the second beast of revelations: The pope! There is ONE
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conspiracy beyond all the others, and only one that must be exposed. The HELL
conspiracy! The HELL conspiracy.
The Bible condemns the cultural Marxist demographic crisis of Europe`s
multicultural Babylon EU Brussel. There is a reason God spread humanity away
from Nimrod`s tower of Babel. Because plurality is beauty, like that of a forest.
We are not supposed to even have these space-programs, this technology etc!
It`s what Babel was about: ¨Reaching to the Heavens¨ through space travel
technology! We are called to be Israel, live close to nature, and cultivate soil
and soul. Nurturing Gaia, and each-other. But we approach a satanic world order
with aliens all around! Can we tolerate that our Christian presence on Earth is
ignored, and that all governments, religious institutions, intelligence and
agencies are hijacked by the Vatican`s Illuminati for a war against God?!? Read
Genesis 11 for the tower of Babel story. What`s worse: It`s already gone so far
that surrendering to the Catholic church might be the survival for Europe`s
cathedrals, or even Christianity! So try to support the Holy Remnant in this
battle between liberals, and conservatives in the Catholic Church! Pray for them,
bless them, and we might just have to: Unite protestants and Catholics.
But there are bibleverses against multiculturalism: Matthew 10:5-6; Matthew
7:6; Second Corinthians 6:14-15; Deuteronomy 32:21; Deuteronomy 28:4951; Leviticus 19:34; and Hosea 4:6 for those who disobey. 😉

Lukas 17:26-30;
Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of
Man. 27 People were eating, drinking, marrying and being given in marriage up
to the day Noah entered the ark. Then the flood came and destroyed them all.
“It was the same in the days of Lot. People were eating and drinking, buying
and selling, planting and building. 29 But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and sulfur
rained down from heaven and destroyed them all.
28

30

“It will be just like this on the day the Son of Man is revealed.

The responsibility is yours
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God put his trademark fingerprint on Earth through the sacred geometry of all
inorganic, and organic material. He made the Earth flat, and the Heavens to sing.
He is an etheric field we can measure. A force that binds all things together.
Yet most of the west has bought the religion of science. Atheism. The religion of
the Illuminati. And the west is loosing. Without God; any historical society
crumbles. So it will be with the west. If they don`t defend their HellenisticChristian morale.
God made sure that ALL would remember his trademark fingerprint. Proof of
intelligent design left behind of the one who was there. You can read my book
about it. ¨The God Reality.¨
Yet God`s worst nightmare became a reality. We are living in a worst-case
scenario. People have forgotten… God.
And thus they end up in HELL! Why? How?
It was NEVER the meant to be so. That there would be a SLIGHTEST
possibility that a soul ends up in purgatory is beyond God`s intent. That is why
the Hell conspiracy MUST be unveiled; through disclosure, and unveiling the
lies of the Illuminati.
If you truly believe in Christianity; then I WILL JUDGE YOU if you do not
save all souls from perdition! Or else: How can you say you believe in
EVERLASTING torment in Hell? What is a human life worth to you?
With the internet, and the information-age: We have the power to present the
gospel in ways convincing even to the scientist, and the Muslim! Yet you write
no books on apologetics! There is scientific, historical, and testimony
documentation of Christianity`s validity, miracles, and near-death experiences.
No other religion have these proofs! I use it, and so will every Christian if my
prayers are heard.
YOU are given Jesus KNOWLEDGE and POWER! Use it to reach them! Have
you forgotten you are LIONS? You are not VICTIMS of an anti-Christian state!
You let yourself be killed! YOUR God reigns! Your God made Heaven and
Earth! THAT is YOUR God! HE reigns! You are not servants of the SYSTEM!
You don`t have to OBEY! You are not the VICTIMS! You are KINGS! The
Bible calls you a royal priesthood! You are the true JEWS! The RULERS!
God`s chosen people! Your God MAKES the laws! You should be LAUGHING
in the face of death, persecution and opposition. You are victorious whatever
happens! THEY are the losers. Why fear for your life? Be LIONS! Show them
the evidence! Teach them all knowledge, and apologetic proof! You are GOD`s
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kingdom, not the SYSTEM! Remember: YOU won`t give up until the entire
Earth is Christian. Why? Because God won`t, and he owns you. You`ll have to
do what you`re told! Or else you can quit being a Christian.
But things are looking BAD. Because of YOU. YOU are not a CHRISTIAN.
Only when you becme God`s ALLMIGHTY HAND CONDUCTING EARTH
are you a true SON OF GOD IN THE ROYAL PRIESTHOOD! God has given
EVERYTHING to you! Creation resonates, moans, and overjoys at your
presence! There are angels all around you, loving you, understanding you, and
cheering you on! But you have to FIGHT. YOU are given the right to own
EVERYTHING on EARTH! You are conquering LIONS in this world, and
lambs before Jesus in Heaven.
You won`t accept ridicule against Christianity online or in media! You are the
world`s number one persecuted minority, and it`s time we act as ONE with our
persecuted brothers in China, and the middle-east. It`s time to be as wise as
serpents, and meek as doves. You won`t accept Christianity being taken out of
school curriculum! You won`t accept how the politicians lie, or how they favor
Muslims instead of you! You will spit on them, and throw evidence to their
face! You are warrior MEN of ISRAEL! You are VICTORS! THEY are the
victims going to Hell! They don`t know better! It`s your job to enlighten them.
NEVER accept ridicule of the cross! What have you become??? If the
politicians listen to Muslims, they`ll listen to us. If we can`t ridicule
Muhammad, then none should ridicule Jesus. I know what you want to say. ¨But
we are more adult, civilized, and modern with humor.¨ Well, it`s just my
opinion.
If ANYONE teases you, conspires against you, overtake your country`s politics,
attacks the Church, takes your rights, or puts you in prison, then you FIGHT for
your rights to death! And there is PROOF of such conspiracy! Stand up, and be
counted among the fighters in Heaven! Your life means NOTHING unless you
actually live it! You`re already going to Heaven! Live your life as if Heaven is
important to you!
You`re KINGS without a crown! LOOK at what you have become! STOP being
AFRAID! Learn, and teach what I discovered in my books, and the people will
bow in respect. Then you will have dignity, and a crown of honor before God.
YOU are the face of Christ today, and he was crucified as a criminal.
You don`t even speak of your faith. It`s your JOB to find ways of expressing
your faith! Remember: If you deny Jesus, then Jesus will deny you in Heaven as
is written. Yet you act like some foolish religious victim of political norms!
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¨Can`t say this. Can`t say that. I`m just Christian because if feels good.¨ Have
you forgotten who it is who REIGNS?
YOU have been given a gold-coin of eternal worth to every single person on the
planet! What gold? Salvation. You are the RICHEST persons on all Earth!
Earthly belongings mean nothing! 😊
YOU are the only viable FUTURE! YOU are the HOPE! YOU are God`s
fingertips! Does the Bible not tell you to REJOICE CONSTANTLY! PARTY
AS IF YOU WERE JEWS IN HEAVEN! LET THEM SEE YOUR
GLADNESS, AND JOIN YOU! March onto the streets with parades of love and
light! Love your neighbor! Be fierce as Muslims! Take charge over the realm,
and create the utopia I describe in my book ¨Christianity`s Revolution¨!
YOU are his Generals on Earth. You are infinite, eternal, and all-powerful!
YOU are God`s PEOPLE! YOU are the JEWS! You should CONDUCT human
HISTORY! Not be the VICTIMS! You simply have the wrong ATTITUDE!
You are taught to respond, or obey in a discreet manner! Drop it! Is that how
you will enter Heaven? By obeying political norm? Or will you fight? Come
JOIN me! Start roaring! You are the TRUE Jews! And yes, I believe in
replacement theology.
You are NOT victims. Did you ever think it was Jesus imagination that you
would be his disciples without being Jews? Jesus himself says ¨God can raise up
children of Abraham from these rocks.¨ I think it`s the only ironic joke Jesus
ever told. XD But Christians don`t get it.
We have a battle to win. A battle of love and light. A battle of enlightening the
masses. An ideological battle to defend all western values. Christianity.
Humanism.

By the concepts of ¨peace love anarchy.¨
And the law of God: Source, love, and light.
May Jesus replace Nietzsche.
Thomas Eidsaa. 29.10.2018
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